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CASOS DE USO

Estas son cinco razones por las que los principales innovadores confían 

en nosotros:

1. INSPIRAMOS nuevos productos, servicios y 

campañas

2. PREDECIMOS, monitoreamos y validamos la 

percepción del consumidor

3. HACEMOS SEGUIMIENTO de la competencia, las 

amenazas y las oportunidades

4. ACELERAMOS la innovación y facilitamos el cambio

5. AHORRAMOS tiempo, esfuerzo y dinero



Implicación para el negocio:

Cada Consumer Insight está escrita en términos 

de sus implicaciones en múltiples industrias.

Ejemplos con hipervínculos:

Cada uno de los ejemplos de microtendencias

está enlazado a artículos completos e 

imágenes.

Demografía y desempeño:

Es posible filtrar mejor los ejemplos y las 

Consumer Insights con base en sus necesidades 

haciendo ajustes por edad, sexo y región 

geográfica.

Patrones y megatendencias:

Comprenda estas Consumer Insights dentro del 

contexto de las 18 megatendencias que están 

moldeando el mundo, además de los 6 patrones 

de oportunidades que le ayudarán a descubrir 

ideas innovadoras más rápidamente.

Enlaces en línea:

Cada Consumer Insight contiene un enlace a una 
versión en línea, en la cual podrá encontrar hasta 
100 ejemplos, imágenes y videos adicionales.

¿CÓMO SACARLE PROVECHO AL 
INFORME?

Si está viendo este archivo en modo de presentación, cada ejemplo está enlazado a un artículo 
completo, imágenes y, en algunos casos, videos. Conozca más al respecto en el apéndice.

Derechos de autor ©.
Todos los derechos reservados.
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Características especiales y definiciones
Estas son algunas sugerencias útiles para comprender nuestros Consumer Insights. No olvide que 
cada imagen está enlazada a un artículo completo, estadísticas y artículos adicionales en línea.

Puntuación
Puntuación general:

Todas las puntuaciones son percentiles (6,9 = percentil 69) y en general son el promedio de 
la popularidad, actividad e innovación.

Popularidad:

El atractivo general, determinado por la elección de un artículo por parte de las personas, 
entre otras opciones en la misma categoría y clústeres, normalizado por la fecha de 
publicación.

Actividad:

La cantidad de personas que interactúan con un artículo, incluso si se desplazan por las 
imágenes. Por ejemplo, algo como un cupcake de tocino tal vez no sea popular, pero 
podría ser lo suficientemente llamativo para compartirlo en las redes.

Innovación:

La novedad relativa de un artículo, que tiene más relevancia en categorías como 
Tecnología, a diferencia de Estilo de vida.

Demografía:

La audiencia objetivo de acuerdo con el investigador y no con las estadísticas del sitio.

Diseño
Implicaciones:

Nos esforzamos por descubrir ideas que tengan 
implicaciones en múltiples industrias. Quizá se 
encuentre observando un calzado hecho a la medida, 
pero ¿en qué forma esa personalización impacta su 
mundo?

Ejemplos con hipervínculos:

Si está viendo este archivo en modo de presentación, 
puede hacer clic en cualquier ejemplo para abrir un 
artículo completo con más conceptos relacionados.

Enlace abierto:

El enlace principal de cada página lo llevará al
artículo completo. Si no ha iniciado sesión, será
dirigido al sitio web sin costo; si inició sesión, será
dirigido a su PRO dashboard.

Colores
Estilo de vida
Moda
Arte y diseño
Tecnología
Cultura Pop
Mercadeo
Negocios
Lujo
Ecológico

Tipos de contenido
Consumer Insights:  

Clústeres de oportunidad 

de alto nivel.

Listas en clúster:  

Recopilaciones completas de

ideas relacionadas, con el 
fin de hacerle seguimiento 
a las ideas innovadoras.

Ejemplos específicos:  

Microtendencias

cuidadosamente 

seleccionadas, de modo que no 

tenga que invertir demasiado 

tiempo buscando.
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Todas las tendencias tienen una puntuación en tiempo real basada en las 

elecciones de nuestro grupo focal de 130.000.000 personas

CONTEXTO > EQUIPO > EVALUACIÓN Y NECESIDADES > PRESENTACIONES Y TALLERES > FUTURE FESTIVAL > INVESTIGACIÓN PERSONALIZADA > HERRAMIENTAS

150.000.000
Personas=Grupo focal gigante

Derechos de autor ©.
Todos los derechos reservados.

Estadísticas del mobiliario de comercio electrónico dirigido a millennials

Tendencia: Esta semana, y viral
Investigación: 2.000 clics en 5 días
Interés: 3,9 minutos

Concepto: Amazon Rivet
Relacionados: 90 ejemplos / 69 fotos
Segmento: Neutro, 0-0

Conjunto de comparación: 33 artículos similares, incluidos: 
sillas apilables multifuncionales, mobiliario urbano para 
ahorrar espacio, y mobiliario multifuncional para millennials.

Informes relacionados: Informe sobre millennials, Informe sobre decoración, Informe sobre bebés, Informe sobre alcobas, Informe sobre la generación Y

POPULARIDAD

ACTIVIDAD

INNOVACIÓN

Comentarios / Reacciones [+/-]

Puntuación
9,9

PUNTUACIÓN 
9,9

Contenido 
PRO

Investigación 
personalizada
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De izquierda a derecha:

Entre 0 y 2 años

Entre 3 y 12 años

Entre 12 y 18 años

Entre 18 y 35 años

Entre 35 y 55 años

55 años en adelante

Esta es una medida de los mercados a los

que está dirigida una tendencia específica.

Son seleccionados por el editor de un

artículo, y no se generan con base en la

ubicación de los lectores de

TrendHunter.com. Las regiones disponibles

son: América del Norte, Europa, Asia, África

y América del Sur.

El anterior desglose representa una

tendencia de género neutro, pero se

inclina ligeramente hacia los

consumidores hombres. Algunas

tendencias pueden indicar un gran

interés de hombres o de mujeres,

pero muchas se encuentran dentro

de este rango medio.
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Cada idea publicada se clasifica en las categorías usando tres criterios demográficos

CONTEXTO > EQUIPO > EVALUACIÓN Y NECESIDADES > PRESENTACIONES Y TALLERES > FUTURE FESTIVAL > INVESTIGACIÓN PERSONALIZADA > HERRAMIENTAS

Desglose demográfico de Trend Hunter

EDAD REGIÓN SEXO
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“Trend Hunter es un gran recurso porque permite simplificar el caos. En este mundo, hay muchas cosas y 
oímos hablar mucho sobre tendencias; pero Trend Hunter nos ayuda a hacerlo más simple y tangible.”
- Gerente de mercadeo y percepción del consumidor

MARCO DE MEGATENDENCIAS

Todo está relacionado con nuestro marco de megatendencias, lo que le permite 
comprender mejor las variaciones importantes y cómo proponer nuevas ideas

ACELERACIÓN
1. Perfeccionar una sola cosa
2. Ícono prospectivo
3. Característica exagerada
4. Solución reinventada

CICLICIDAD
1. Retro + Nostalgia
2. Generacional
3. Económico + Por temporada
4. Ciclos repetitivos

REDUCCIÓN
1. Especialización
2. Menos capas + Eficiencia
3. Crowdsourcing
4. Suscripción

REDIRECCIÓN
1. Reenfocar
2. Revertir
3. Sorprender
4. Gamificar

CONVERGENCIA
1. Combinación + Estratificación
2. Agregar valor
3. Alianza de marcas + Alineación
4. Físico + Digital

DIVERGENCIA
1. Personalizar + Adaptar
2. Status + Pertenencia
3. Estilo + Convertir en tendencia
4. Rebelión generacional

Prosumerismo
En la actualidad, los consumidores 
esperan herramientas y servicios 
profesionales, desde la generación 
por parte de los usuarios hasta la 
cultura maker.

Experiencia
En un mundo lleno de “cosas”, la 
experiencia se convierte en una 
prioridad de la vida y un bien más 
importante que el dinero.

Tribalismo
Es más fácil que se formen 
grupos leales en torno a 
intereses, causas e incluso 
marcas específicas.

Juventud
Detrás de la jovialidad se esconde el 
hecho de que las generaciones no están 
listas para crecer, entre ellos los 
Boomers que desean una vida más 
activa y enriquecida.

Nostalgia
Los buenos recuerdos alimentan el 
deseo de revivir el pasado, 
especialmente si se trata de los años de 
formación.

Inteligencia artificial
Estamos entrando en una nueva era 
transformadora, marcada por un 
crecimiento exponencial de los datos, la 
robótica y la inteligencia.

Emprendimiento 
instantáneo
Los nuevos servicios hacen que 
conceptualizar, financiar, lanzar y 
comercializar nuevas empresas sea 
más fácil que nunca.

Simplicidad
En un mundo acelerado y 
atiborrado sobresale la simplicidad; 
el resultado son negocios 
enfocados y diseño simple.

Depuración
Ofertas, servicios, suscripciones 
y recomendaciones 
hiperseleccionadas que 
simplifican la vida con cosas 
mejores.

Gamificación
La aplicación de las dinámicas 
de los juegos a los problemas 
del mundo real crea un mundo 
más competitivo e interesante.

Naturalidad
El deseo de contar con productos 
sostenibles y que contengan 
ingredientes locales, orgánicos, 
reciclables y conocidos.

Catalización
Las marcas asumieron la 
función de acelerar el 
desarrollo personal de los 
consumidores.

Multisensaciones
Las experiencias interactivas, 
tecnológicas, de realidad aumentada y 
realidad virtual aumentan nuestras 
expectativas en los campos del 
entretenimiento, la comercialización e 
incluso la alimentación.

Autenticidad
Las redes sociales y la resistencia 
ante la publicidad tradicional han 
creado un deseo de autenticidad y 
realidad.

Cocreación
Las marcas, productos, servicios y 
clientes crean en conjunto cada 
vez más un mundo 
interdependiente.

Hibridación
Las fronteras se vuelven cada vez 
más borrosas a medida que los 
modelos de negocios, productos y 
servicios se combinan para crear 
conceptos y experiencias únicas.

Personalización
Las tecnologías de producción en 
pequeñas cantidades y los medios de 
comunicación más personalizados 
crean expectativas de 
personalización.

Muchos a muchos
La proliferación en masa de vendedores 
y creadores de medios de comunicación 
ha reorientado el mundo hacia una 
economía de muchos a muchos.
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Custom Report Briefing
Custom Topic: Tourism 

Prepared for: Cámara de Comercio de Bogotá Team

Prepared by: Ady & Courtney

Briefing: This report looks at travel within business, family and leisure. 
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Highlights

Featured Consumer Insights
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Cultural Stay
Hotels stand out from the competition by focusing on artsy experiences

Biometric Hospitality
The hospitality industry adopts biometric security functions

Curated Spontaneity
Apps and other digital platforms prioritize spontaneity for customers

Augmented Travel
Augmented reality is incorporated into travel-related apps to enhance experience

Effortless Exchange
Apps are created to simplify currency exchanges for avid travelers

https://www.trendhunter.com/copyright
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Highlights
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Featured Clusters

46 Lavish Travel Experiences
From Luxury Steam Engine Tours to Premium Night Bus Services

34 Affordable Travel Experiences
From Outdoorsy Travel Rental Platforms to Wine-Themed Motels

26 Digital Escapist Destinations
From Meditative Tree Houses to Secluded Cabin Experiments

Featured Examples

Crowdsourced Brand Engagements
Odisha Tourism's Crowdsourced Logo Plays a Part in Its Campaign

Water-Resistant Travel Luggage
Solo New York's Durable Travel Luggage Withstands the Elements

Artist-Designed Metal Suitcases
Samsonite Relaunches the Xylem Suitcase With Filip Pagowski's Help

https://www.trendhunter.com/copyright
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i. Consumer Insights
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High-Level Patterns & Examples

Consumer Insights are the crown jewel of Trend Hunter. They are premium, subscriber-only articles based on 
clusters of specific examples. Each insight is identified using our crowdsourced, crowd-filtered methodology.  We 
use a combination of algorithms, consumer data and editorial curation to identify patterns of ideas that score 
highly among our audience. Consumer Insights are intended to teach you about creativity in other industries, so 
that you can bring unique, high-level creativity to your own brand. Competitive advantage comes not from 
closely benchmarking yourself to the developments of your competitor, but by looking for inspiration that can 
revolutionize your industry.

https://www.trendhunter.com/copyright


Cultural Stay
Hotels stand out from the competition by focusing on artsy experiences

Implications - Offering greater value in the increasingly competitive hospitality market, hotels are turning to cultural and artistic touches in order to attract the attention of 
travelers. By pivoting to experiences that businesses like home-shares can't easily replicate, these businesses protect themselves while helping to develop their brands.

SCORE

7.8
POPULARITY

ACTIVITY

FRESHNESS

PATTERNS MEGATRENDS 4 FEATURED, 32 EXAMPLES

39,236 Total Clicks
Hunt.to/400326
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Unique Eclectic Hotel Experiences
balbek bureau's Bursa Hotel Mixes a Few Artistic Approaches

Artful AR Hotel Rooms
LIFEWTR and Marriott Hotels Created a 
Customized Experience for Guests

In-Suite Theatrical Shows
The Shangri-La London's 'Theatre in the 
Clouds' Shares an Intimate Play

Contemporary High-End Hotel 
Designs
ACDF Architecture Considers an Elegant 
Aesthetic for Monville

https://www.trendhunter.com/pattern/convergence
https://www.trendhunter.com/pattern/divergence
https://www.trendhunter.com/pattern/cyclicality
https://www.trendhunter.com/pattern/redirection
https://www.trendhunter.com/pattern/reduction
https://www.trendhunter.com/pattern/acceleration
https://www.trendhunter.com/megatrend/experience
https://www.trendhunter.com/megatrend/authenticity
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CONSUMER INSIGHT #1 - WORKSHOP QUESTION

Cultural Stay
Hotels stand out from the competition by focusing on artsy experiences

What's one thing your brand can do 
that its competitors cannot 
replicate? How could you capitalize 
on that difference? 



Biometric Hospitality
The hospitality industry adopts biometric security functions

Implications - The use of biometrics in the travel industry is no longer restricted to airport security, with a wide range of brands now adopting biometric means of 
authentication in order to enhance security, allow access, or provide information to travelers. As consumers become more aware of the various ways in which their 
security may be at risk while traveling, such features are able to put more cautious customers at ease.

SCORE

8.0
POPULARITY

ACTIVITY

FRESHNESS

PATTERNS MEGATRENDS 4 FEATURED, 36 EXAMPLES

48,316 Total Clicks
Hunt.to/400278
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Biometric Travel Discovery Tools
Seeker by Le Club AccorHotels Offers Next-Gen Travel Suggestions

Biometric Luggage Locks
BIO-key's New Line of Biometric Locks 
Enhances Travel Security

Selfie-Based Hotel Apps
GTRIIP's Selfie Feature Works in Conjunction 
With a Fingerprint Sensor

Next-Gen Tech Hotels
Alibaba's Flyzoo Future Hotel Offers Biometric 
Entry & In-Suite Assistants

https://www.trendhunter.com/pattern/convergence
https://www.trendhunter.com/pattern/divergence
https://www.trendhunter.com/pattern/cyclicality
https://www.trendhunter.com/pattern/redirection
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https://www.trendhunter.com/megatrend/artificial-intelligence
https://www.trendhunter.com/megatrend/personalization
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CONSUMER INSIGHT #2 - WORKSHOP QUESTION

Biometric Hospitality
The hospitality industry adopts biometric security functions

Where could your brand adopt 
biometric security functions? 



Curated Spontaneity
Apps and other digital platforms prioritize spontaneity for customers

Implications - Brands are facilitating spontaneity in consumers by offering platforms through which they're able to be more impulsive–including everything from travel 
plans to social interactions. By prioritizing spontaneous purchases or interactions, these brands are able to reverse the notion that technology facilitates insular or isolated 
behavior.

SCORE

5.9
POPULARITY

ACTIVITY

FRESHNESS

PATTERNS MEGATRENDS 5 FEATURED, 45 EXAMPLES

45,686 Total Clicks
Hunt.to/398433
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Spontaneous Travel Tour Bookings
Vayable Allows Users to Experience the City with Locals

Airport Social Platforms
The WaitList App Promotes Spontaneous 
Interaction Between Passengers

Social Interaction Wearables
Gobie Brands Itself as a "Social Wellness 
Wearable"

Spontaneous Adventure Experience 
Apps
The 'Wavy' App Helps Users Find the Best 
Local Experiences

Spontaneous Contact-Sharing Apps
The 'SCRATCH' App Seamlessly Lets You 
Socialize and Share Info

https://www.trendhunter.com/pattern/convergence
https://www.trendhunter.com/pattern/divergence
https://www.trendhunter.com/pattern/cyclicality
https://www.trendhunter.com/pattern/redirection
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CONSUMER INSIGHT #3 - WORKSHOP QUESTION

Curated Spontaneity
Apps and other digital platforms prioritize spontaneity for customers

How could your brand facilitate 
spontaneous interactions or 
purchases for its customer? 



Augmented Travel
Augmented reality is incorporated into travel-related apps to enhance experience

Implications - The incorporation of augmented reality into travel-based apps is enhancing travelers' experiences in everything from airport navigation to city exploration. 
This form of bettering travel experiences benefits consumers by both gamifying the travel experience, and enhancing its educational value.

SCORE

7.0
POPULARITY

ACTIVITY

FRESHNESS

PATTERNS MEGATRENDS 4 FEATURED, 45 EXAMPLES

52,756 Total Clicks
Hunt.to/394058
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In-Flight AR Experiences
Air New Zealand Will Soon Using In-Flight Augmented Reality for Clients

AR Airport Maps
Gatwick Airport is Helping Travelers Get 
Around with Beacons and Augmented Reality

AR Urban Exploration Apps
The 'Discovr.y' AR Exploration Game Pinpoints 
New City Experiences

Urban Exploration Races
'District Race' is an App-Led City Race with 
Virtual Checkpoints

https://www.trendhunter.com/pattern/convergence
https://www.trendhunter.com/pattern/divergence
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CONSUMER INSIGHT #4 - WORKSHOP QUESTION

Augmented Travel
Augmented reality is incorporated into travel-related apps to enhance experience

Conceptualize how your brand could 
incorporate AR into its product, 
service or purchase journey. 



Effortless Exchange
Apps are created to simplify currency exchanges for avid travelers

Implications - New apps and platforms are emerging to cater to travelers looking for a safer way to exchange and obtain currency for foreign countries. These new apps 
help convert funds and even deposit old currencies into other places like PayPal to ease the burden of exchanging money at the bank or in a different country. This new 
technology will help travelers save time and energy, allowing them to enjoy their time away and cut down on pre and post-travel errands.

SCORE

5.1
POPULARITY

ACTIVITY

FRESHNESS

PATTERNS MEGATRENDS 4 FEATURED, 36 EXAMPLES

41,623 Total Clicks
Hunt.to/392165
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Foreign Change-Converting Apps
'WorldKoins' Converts Leftover Currency from Travel to PayPal Money

P2P Money Swap Apps
WeSwap Allows Travelers to Exchange Money 
with Clear and Transparent Rates

International Currency Exchange 
Apps
The 'Kruma' App Exchanges Currencies at an 
Affordable Rate

Convenient Multi-Currency Cards
Continental Currency Exchange's OneCard is 
Perfect for Travelers
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CONSUMER INSIGHT #5 - WORKSHOP QUESTION

Effortless Exchange
Apps are created to simplify currency exchanges for avid travelers

How can you help reduce a 
consumers preparation time for 
leisure activities?



Subscribed Travel
Consumers are now offered subscription services specific to traveling

Implications - The use of subscription services in various travel accommodations is on the rise, whether that's in flight or for consumers traveling by car. These services 
cater to consumers who require customized travel experiences, whether those are in the form of payment limitations or in frequency.
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Nomadic Traveling Communities
Subscribers to 'WiFi Tribe' Pay to Travel the World Together

Subscription Flight Services
Teleport Subscriptions Offer Quick, Cheap 
Flights Between SF and LA

Month-to-Month Car Leases
Canvas Offers Options for Flexible, Temporary 
Vehicle Ownership

Rideshare Route Subscriptions
Lyft's 'Personal Plan' Sets a Fixed Price for a 
Regular Route
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CONSUMER INSIGHT #6 - WORKSHOP QUESTION

Subscribed Travel
Consumers are now offered subscription services specific to traveling

Conceptualize a subscription service 
that your brand could offer its 
customers. 



Accessible Tourism
Virtual reality offers consumers access to travel experiences around the globe

Implications - Virtual reality is becoming a conduit for accessibility, particularly as it relates travel. The use of virtual reality as a means of exploring the world particularly 
appeals to consumers with limited mobility, whether for financial or medical reasons. This use of virtual reality highlights how technology is being used to keep consumers 
connected to the larger world.
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Senior VR Travel Campaigns
This Virtual Reality Travel Project Fulfilled Seniors' Travel Goals

Underwater Train Voyages
'Eurostar Odyssey' Takes Passengers on a 
Virtual Journey Under the Sea

Underwater 360 VR Experiences
Barceló Hotels Arranges an Immersive Tour in 
the Canary Islands

VR Travel Series
'Discovery TRVLR' Offers a Virtual Journey to 
All Seven Continents
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CONSUMER INSIGHT #7 - WORKSHOP QUESTION

Accessible Tourism
Virtual reality offers consumers access to travel experiences around the globe

What are the changes that virtual 
reality is having on your industry 
and/or brand?



Industrialized Travel
Ultralight aluminum luggage offers durable, stylish travel options

Implications - As consumers look to invest in reliable travel gear that will last a lifetime, many are opting for stylish aluminum luggage based on its incomparable balance of 
durability and lightness. This shift highlights a facet of consumer culture that sees individuals willing to invest in more expensive products built to last instead of 
compromising on affordable alternatives to serve them in the short-term.
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Industrial Designer Luggage
The FPM Bank Spinner Aluminum Carry-on Suitcase is Rugged

Lightweight Metallic Carry-Ons
The Away Aluminum Edition Carry-On is 
Virtually Unbreakable.

Collaborative Designer Luggage
Fendi Has Produced Its First Line of Hard Case 
Luggage

Simplistic Luxe Collaborative 
Luggage
Supreme x RIMOWA Joined Forces on a Line of 
Suitcases

Durable Aluminum Carry-Ons
Tumi's New 19 Degree International Carry-On 
is Sleek and Lightweight
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CONSUMER INSIGHT #8 - WORKSHOP QUESTION

Industrialized Travel
Ultralight aluminum luggage offers durable, stylish travel options

How can you elevate a product by 
incorporating industrial-strength 
materials that also emphasize style?



LGBTQ Travel
Travel services and programs cater specifically to LGBTQ+ people

Implications - Focusing on both safety and empowerment, brands are offering travel services and tips for the LGBTQ+ community. These programs and services aim to 
enhance the lives of people in this community by offering them accessible forms of travel, prioritizing the safe spaces that LGBTQ+ people often require in order to live 
and enrich their lives.
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Pride-Friendly Travel Resources
Destination Pride Visualizes a Country's Approach to LGBTQ+ Issues

Queer-Friendly Travel Apps
The 'Arch' App Pinpoints the Best Places for 
LGBT Travelers to Visit

LGBTQ Community Info Platforms
'EqualityPact' Offers Updates, Support and 
More for Queer People

Celebratory 
LGBTQ-Staffed 
Flights

Experiential 
LGBT Travel 
Services

Authentic LGBT 
Travel Services

Toronto-Based 
LGBT Travel 
Services
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CONSUMER INSIGHT #9 - WORKSHOP QUESTION

LGBTQ Travel
Travel services and programs cater specifically to LGBTQ+ people

How could your brand better 
prioritize LGBTQ+ people, or 
contribute to causes that do? 



Inclusive Itinerary
Emerging travel brands increasingly prioritize people of color

Implications - Between discriminatory Airbnb hosts and prejudicial airline practices, the travel industry hasn't always been as accommodating as it should be for people of 
color – a fact that is slowly changing via travel brands led by and prioritizing people of color. By creating such specific spaces, these brands are showcasing the importance 
of grassroots and self-led empowerment in the process of creating large-scale change.
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African American Travel Brands
Nomadness Travel Tribe is a Lifestyle Brand for Black Travelers

Luxury-Focused Inclusive Travel
Up in the Air Life Offers Luxe Travel for People 
of Color

Inclusive Accommodation Services
Innclusive Lets Guests be Themselves 
Regardless of Race

African Diaspora Travel Guides
Travel Noire Explores Black Communities 
Through Travel
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CONSUMER INSIGHT #10 - WORKSHOP QUESTION

Inclusive Itinerary
Emerging travel brands increasingly prioritize people of color

How could your brand collaborate 
with businesses that prioritize the 
empowerment of marginalized 
groups?



Boozy Retreat
Alcohol brands appeal to adventurous travelers with unique accommodations and tours

Implications - Alcohol brands appeal to avid travelers by providing them with ways to experience beers, wines, and spirits through engaging, educational and physical 
activities. Veering from traditional brewery or distillery tours, offbeat activities like cannabis-winery tours and gin foraging vacations resonate with an experience-driven 
audience. This new form of tourism helps connect the brand to the consumer on a more intimate and educational level.
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Cannabis-Transformed Wineries
Flow Kana's Newest Venture is a Winery-Style Experience for Cannabis

Craft Brewery Hotels
BrewDog is Crowdfunding for the World's First 
Craft Beer Hotel

Personally Brewed Beers
Heineken Amsterdam is Competing with 
Microbreweries in This New Stunt

Gin Foraging Vacations
Palé Hall's Botanical Foraging Experience is a 
Tour Through Gin Foraging
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CONSUMER INSIGHT #11 - WORKSHOP QUESTION

Boozy Retreat
Alcohol brands appeal to adventurous travelers with unique accommodations and tours

How can you connect with your 
consumers using experiential 
tactics?



Tech Trail
Smartphones allow for safer and more accurate outdoor adventuring

Implications - Smartphone apps that map out and lead people through difficult or remote terrain are becoming increasingly necessary and popular. This shift comes as 
more consumers seek out adventure in their travels, but offers the benefit of maintaining security for those less inclined to take serious risks.
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Digital Outdoor Adventure Maps
The FATMAP App Helps Users Plan Perfect Outdoor Adventures

Rugged Adventure Tablets
The Yamaha Adventure Pro Can Survive the 
Harshest Elements

Outdoorsy Mapping Apps
This App Depicts Hiking Trails, Water Bodies 
and Private Properties

Informative Trail Map Apps
The AllTrails App Recently Updates Its Vast 
Collection of Trail Maps
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CONSUMER INSIGHT #12 - WORKSHOP QUESTION

Tech Trail
Smartphones allow for safer and more accurate outdoor adventuring

How could your brand open up 
opportunities for its consumers that 
they previously couldn't or wouldn't 
consider? 



Floating Accommodation
Floating hotels enhance tranquility and for visitors

Implications - Hotel brands are designing accommodations that float on top of water, straying from the similar but more ostentatious cruise options that the travel 
industry has long-offered. These environments offer the immersive living spaces that many vacationers seek, while simultaneously catering to their desire for tranquility 
and relaxation.
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Floating Hotel Sleeping Capsules
The Mizukami Hotel at Huis Ten Bosch Puts Guests on the Sea

Futuristic Floating Communities
The Wayaland Floating Community is a 
Modern Housing Alternative

Self-Sufficient Floating Hotels
Pierpaolo Lazzarini Proposes a Pyramid-Like 
Hotel City

Opulent Floating Hotels
The QE2 Hotel is Located On the Iconic Queen 
Elizabeth 2 Passenger Ship
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CONSUMER INSIGHT #13 - WORKSHOP QUESTION

Floating Accommodation
Floating hotels enhance tranquility and for visitors

Consider a popular product/service 
in your brand's industry that you 
could refine and enhance?



Journeyed Stay
Hotel designs are inspired by whimsical journeys

Implications - Hotel designs are being inspired by journeys that have been abundant in pop culture and literature for years, namely shipwrecks and space travel. These 
environments are multi-faceted as they can be either luxurious or child-friendly, and offer niche hotel stays for individuals looking for more experiential travel options 
without any excess commitment.
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Space-Themed Sleeping Pods
'Met A Space Pods' are the World's Tiniest Hotel Rooms

Unique Desert-Set Hotels
The Shipwreck Lodge on the Namibian Coast 
Offers Solar-Powered Cabins

Spaceship-Inspired Vacation Rentals
The Airship 002 is a Unique Travel Opportunity 
in Scotland

Fantasy-Themed Hotel Suites
Shangri-La Hotel in Singapore Created Fantasy-
Themed Suites for Kids
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CONSUMER INSIGHT #14 - WORKSHOP QUESTION

Journeyed Stay
Hotel designs are inspired by whimsical journeys

How could your brand offer low-
commitment experientialism for its 
consumers? 



Accessible Journey
Once-costly travel options are made more accessible for the average consumer

Implications - Brands associated with luxury travel are accommodating individuals with constrained budgets by offering more cost-effective, but still high-end, travel 
options. With the social media age putting more pressure on average consumers to live seemingly "luxurious" lives, this shift is able to accommodate elements of that 
preference in a way that remains accessible.
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Affordable Private Jet Services
Aura Offers a Private Jet Experience for Commercial Prices

Modern Flowing Camping Hubs
The Coastal Pavilions Create a Point of 
Difference for 60 Cabins

Luxury Car Subscription Services
The New Mercedes-Benz Collection Service 
will Launch in June

Luxury Car Subscription Services
Lexus is Introducing a Car Subscription Service 
Later This Year
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CONSUMER INSIGHT #15 - WORKSHOP QUESTION

Accessible Journey
Once-costly travel options are made more accessible for the average consumer

How could your brand 
accommodate the shifts in 
consumer behaviour that have been 
accelerated or kickstarted by the 
social media age? 



Insta-Tourism
Instagram serves as inspiration for individuals’ travel plans

Implications - Consumers looking to travel are turning to Instagram and other image-focused app services in order to inspire or plan their trips. In the social media age, this 
shift allows consumers to prioritize the curation of the images they’d like to post, serving Millennial demographics that experience things just as much for peer-sharing, as 
they do for their personal enjoyment.
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Abstract Boutique Hotel Rooms
HotelTonight Displayed This Re-imagined Hotel Room at NYC X Design

Curated Millennial Vacations
Thrillist is Offering Authentic City-Based Trips 
for Millennials

Millennial Trip Planning Apps
Marbl is Building an Online Community of 
Travelers

Friend-Sourced Travel Itineraries
'dipp' Smart Travel Guide Uses Friends' Photos 
to Plan Your Trip
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CONSUMER INSIGHT #16 - WORKSHOP QUESTION

Insta-Tourism
Instagram serves as inspiration for individuals’ travel plans

How can your brand better cater to 
Instagram-prioritizing consumers? 



Ubiquitous Souvenir
The fashion world provides commentary on mass tourism

Implications - Clever fashion brands allude to the shared experience of mass tourism with faux souvenirs and editorials characterized by social cues that denote 
sightseeing. This commentary on the ubiquitous nature of the travel experience may also be meant as subtle criticism of the state of the industry. In highlighting the 
mundane nature of these mass-produced cultural experiences, brands are able to connect with consumers through authentic dialogue on globalization and unsustainable 
lifestyles.
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Urban Tourist Fashion Lookbooks
Engineered Garments's 2018 Editorial is Filled with Social Cues

Tourist-Inspired Apparel
The Heron Preston x KM20 Collection Mimics 
Souvenir Pieces

Outlandish Athletic Apparel
This Series of Champions Sportswear Was 
Made with Vetements' Input

Novelty Designer Tees
The Fashion Store colette is Retailing a Novelty 
T-Shirt

Candid Tourist-
Themed 
Portraits

Luxury Tourist-
Inspired 
Sweaters
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CONSUMER INSIGHT #17 - WORKSHOP QUESTION

Ubiquitous Souvenir
The fashion world provides commentary on mass tourism

How can you start an authentic 
dialogue with your customers that 
reflects their yearning for 
individualization amongst 
oversaturated experiences?



Culinary Agritourism
Agricultural brands enlighten consumers to drive satisfaction and engagement

Implications - Similar to retailers offering educational, in-store classes, farms, orchards and the like, draw in local and traveling consumers with experiential learning 
events. Combining culinary, tourism and experience, brands are able to promote an understanding of the agriculture industry while simultaneously engaging consumers 
who ultimately purchase the end product. This participation-driven marketing tactic shines a light on the how consumers are increasingly enthusiastic about their role in 
the flourishing of locally grown and sourced sustenance, as their understanding of climate change and over-consumption grows.
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Air Balloon Juice Tours
The Belvoir Fruit Farms Events Offering Includes a Hot Air Balloon Ride

Agriculture-Themed Children's 
Events
This Initiative Teaches Children About Farming 
& Agriculture

Youth Farming Programs
BK Farmyards is a Partnership with a High 
School in Brooklyn

Culinary Cycling Tours
Farm to Fork Fondo Combines Fitness With 
Gourmet Food and Wine
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CONSUMER INSIGHT #18 - WORKSHOP QUESTION

Culinary Agritourism
Agricultural brands enlighten consumers to drive satisfaction and engagement

How can your brand increase your 
consumers' knowledge of your 
industry?



ii. Specific Examples
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Relevant Ideas & Case Studies

Micro-Trends are unique examples of innovation which have been featured on Trend Hunter. A micro-trend might 
be a newly released product or service, but in many cases, the idea is something that has not been commercially 
released.  Our database includes several hundred thousand articles of micro-trends, spanning thousands of 
topics, so make sure to filter your topics at: TrendHunter.com/dashboard-tool

https://www.trendhunter.com/copyright


Crowdsourced Brand Engagements

Odisha Tourism's Crowdsourced Logo Plays a Part in Its Campaign

Odisha Tourism announced a design contest for a crowdsourced logo. 
The opportunity is launched in conjunction with the company's 
tourism campaign which is dubbed 'Odisha by morning, Hockey by 
evening.' The winner was awarded cash. 

The idea behind the initative is to further strengthen the Odisha brand 
by allowing individuals to take part in some key visual identity points. 
In doing so, the business does not only engage consumers in a 
tentative way but it also motivates people to think creatively. With the 
crowdsourced logo, Odisha Tourism hopes to "guide people smoothly 
from [its] marketing to [its] in-place experiences." 

Naturally, the company provided a loose 'brief' for the design of the 
logo. It wanted it to be multi-color, bold and to embrace Odisha's 
"open-source values" which border on "creativity, transparency, and 
participation."

By: Kalina Nedelcheva
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Water-Resistant Travel Luggage

Solo New York's Durable Travel Luggage Withstands the Elements

Durable travel luggage is a necessity for the frequent traveler and Solo 
New York is prepared to equip consumers with the weather-ready 
solutions in its new Force Collection. This new travel luggage 
collection includes designs that were specifically created to withstand 
the elements with style. While inclement weather can disrupt one's 
travel plans, the luggage designs in this collection won't stop urban 
natives from getting from point A to B. 

At the Travel Goods Show 2019, Solo New York will be showing off its 
two new travel collections, including the Force Collection and an 
expansion of its Downtown Collection with Downtown Travel. At the 
event, Solo New York will be presenting its new collections at a booth 
that integrates shipping containers and reclaimed materials.

By: Laura McQuarrie
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Artist-Designed Metal Suitcases

Samsonite Relaunches the Xylem Suitcase With Filip Pagowski's Help

Samsonite turns its attention back to the 'Xylem' suitcase, which was 
originally launched in 1999, marking its first metal luggage piece. Now, 
the label works in collaboration with Filip Pagowski, a Polish graphic 
artist to adorn the signature travel piece after twenty years. The 
reimagined iteration is constructed from anodized aluminum 
materials and is recognized as the 'Xylem 2.0.' 

The structure was the choice for business travelers, featured in classic 
films such as 'Die Another Day,' ' The World is not Enough,' and more. 
The suitcase features Click Pop lock hinges, has spinners, an Aero-Trac 
suspension wheel system, and a lined body for strength. The new 
version comes with a selection of stickers by Pagowski so that owners 
are able to decorate the piece to suit their own personal style.

By: Amy Duong
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Modular Carry-On Travel Packs

The Onli Travel Venture Rolling Pack Doesn't Need to be Checked

Avoiding checked baggage fees has become essential for many 
consumers seeking to keep travel costs down, which has seen the 
market adapt with new products like the Onli Travel Venture Rolling 
Pack. Featuring a modular design, the backpack consists of three parts 
that will combine together to be easily rolled when walking in a 
terminal or separated to allow for a decentralized way to carry 
essentials with you. The bag has a carry-on-friendly design that will 
eliminate the need to check any luggage to save fees and also increase 
overall security by keeping items close at hand.

The Onli Travel Venture Rolling Pack speaks to the increased 
prevalence of air travel as consumers continue to take more trips for 
business and/or leisure.

By: Michael Hemsworth
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World-Class Cargo Luggage

The Thule Revolve Collection Offers Advanced Protection When Traveling

The Thule Revolve Collection has been unveiled by the brand as a new 
line of luggage for consumers who are looking for an effective way to 
keep their personal items secure when hitting the road for business or 
pleasure. Coming in four size options, the suitcases are all made with 
100% virgin polycarbonate material that is impact-resistant to prevent 
cracking or breaking from use and unexpected drops. This has been 
paired with a rigid interior frame as well as internal corner protectors 
that offer additional durability.

The Thule Revolve Collection also puts a custom felt liner into each of 
the cases that works to further reduce vibrations from placing undue 
stress on your personal items. The suitcase collection is set to be 
available starting in early April.

By: Michael Hemsworth
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Flat-Pack Travel Bags
The Hook & Albert Garment Weekender Bag is Crafted with Ballistic Nylon

The Hook & Albert Garment Weekender Bag is a different kind of 
travel luggage that aims to offer a shapeshifting functionality for avid 
travelers to appreciate.

Capable of being used as a traditional duffle, the bag offers ample 
space for essentials to be stored when heading out on a short trip. The 
bag also features a flat-pack design that can be used for easily storing 
up to two suits to make it a must-have for business professionals 
seeking a better way to carry essential garments without wrinkling 
them in the process.

The Hook & Albert Garment Weekender Bag features a ballistic nylon 
construction that keeps the weight at less than three pounds, while 
still promising advanced durability against bumps and scrapes when 
traveling.

By: Michael Hemsworth
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Pointy Mountain Treehouses

Peter Pichler Architecture's Design Entertains Modern Sensibilities

After completing the ultra-elegant Hotel Schgaguler, Peter Pichler 
Architecture takes another stab at the area of the Dolomites with a 
series of pointy mountain treehouses. Located in Northern Italy, the 
structures strongly subscribe to contemporary movements of design 
and they seamlessly tie into the forest thanks to their compact shape, 
their peak-like roof that references evergreen trees, as well as their 
subdued color palette — the mountain treehouses are clad in 
blackened wood. 

The Milan-based studio makes its designs quite compact, satisfying 
only the necessities of living. The structure will prove to offer a 
secluded and luxurious getaway, where the relationship between 
humans and nature takes the spotlight. Peter Pichler Architecture's 
mountain treehouses are great examples of "a 'slow down' form of 
tourism."

By: Kalina Nedelcheva
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Otherworldly Tourism Campaigns

Visit Earth Encourages Aliens to Come to Our Planet

A strange but vibrant marketing campaign from S7 Airlines dubbed 
Visit Earth is marketing our planet to aliens, offering the otherworldly 
creatures the opportunity to learn about all the weird and wonderful 
things that make Earth so unique. 

The multi-part campaign consists of a series of 10-minute videos that 
dive into a variety of topics, like food, love, parties, nature, art and 
sports. In each video, the narrator introduces aliens to the different 
activities and rituals humans take part in, helping them understand 
how we operate, while spotlighting all the amazing things that exist on 
this planet. 

In one video, the aliens receive a step-by-step guide on partying, 
which describes to the viewer the importance of music and friendship. 

Credit: W + K Amsterdam

By: Ellen Smith
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Inflight Self-Serve Bars
Brussels Airlines Offers Eight Belgian Beers at Its Self-Serve Beer Bar

Belgium’s largest airline, Brussels Airlines, is introducing a self-serve 
beer bar to its long-haul aircraft by transforming its Airbus A330s into 
places that will allow passengers to experience Belgian beer and bar 
culture like never before. 

The aircraft will offer eight complimentary famous Belgian beers to 
guests, even in the economy cabin, and a walk-up self-service bar will 
be stationed behind the Business Class cabin for those guests. In this 
way, the Business Class cabin is being positioned as a great place for 
networking with fellow travelers in a setting that feels as comfortable 
as a bar. 

As a whole, the new travel experience is set to feel like a boutique 
hotel in the sky, complete with refreshed interiors, new seat fabrics, 
food and other new amenities for travelers.

By: Laura McQuarrie
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Storytelling Travel Campaigns

Princess Cruises' 'Princessa' Ad is Lauched for an Asian Market

'Princessa' is a new short film launched by Princess Cruises that aims 
to engage an Asian demographic of explorers. Set to run across 10 
Asian Markets -- Singapore, Malaysia, Indonesia, Japan, China, South 
Korea, Hong Kong, Taiwan, Vietnam and Brunei -- the campaign 
follows a little girl whose grandfather tells her an enchanting story 
about travel and discovery. 

The charming story takes place aboard a Princess Cruises ship and is 
centered around a main character -- named Princessa -- who roams 
the world, meeting new people and discovering new places. As the 
grandfather narrator speaks, viewers are introduced to the vast 
amenities offered by Princess Cruises including a diverse, gourmet 
menu, fun activities for the entire family, unique excursions like whale 
watching and more. In addition, the campaign was launched alongside 
a translated website in Chinese, Japanese, Korean and Indonesian 
languages. 

“This campaign speaks to the heart of Asian families as they love 
[continued online]

By: Jana Pijak
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Millennial Motherhood Publications

Millennial Mom Magazine Highlights Fashion, Lifestyle and More

Millennial Mom Magazine is a publication that encourages open and 
honest conversations about motherhood through its compelling 
stories and social media channels. In addition to parenting stories and 
fashion and lifestyle features, the publication breaks down money 
management tips from financial experts. Additionally, it shares ealth 
and wellness stories that aim to help new parents stick to fitness goals 
while teaching their family about the benefits of a balanced diet.

More sections from the magazine include Food and Travel along with 
Tech and Trends which boasts a "Moms who Own" column that 
spotlights moms in the world of tech, social media and business. 
Millennial Mom Magazine also features a culture and entertainment 
section which is home to a Kid's Corner which shares book and activity 
ideas that the entire family will enjoy.

By: Jana Pijak
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Tourist-Targeted AR Filters

Singapore Tourism's AR Effect Helps Tourists Locate Fun Destinations

The Visit Singapore Facebook AR Filter was created to help tourists 
discover some of the top destinations that Singapore has to offer, as 
well as instantly and virtually transport them there. With the 
augmented reality filters for Facebook, users are able to take fun 
selfies and record videos that can easily be shared with friends and 
followers. 

With the help of augmented reality, the tourism initiative helps 
travelers get a sense of which destinations will best fit their "vibe." To 
create an entire experience around each filter, AliveNow paired each 
of the digital advertisements with music and 3D elements to give 
tourists just a taste of what they can find more of in each of the city's 
standout party destinations.

By: Laura McQuarrie
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Backpacker Blogging Platforms

'Vagabundo' Offers a Streamlined Way to Document Your Travels

The 'Vagabundo' platform is an intentionally simple solution for avid 
travelers and backpackers who are looking for a better way to capture 
their experiences. The interface is ultra-minimal and only requires 
your smartphone to be used, which will in turn increase the likelihood 
of travelers using it on a consistent basis to capture all the various 
information pertaining to their journey. 

The platform allows your entries to be easily shared with the whole 
world or kept private to suit the different needs or preferences of 
travelers. This functionality addresses the rising number of consumers 
who are opting to travel more consistently and that need a better way 
to share their experience with friends and family back home. The 
'Vagabundo' platform incorporates everything a blogger will require to 
get them writing and sharing as soon as possible.

By: Michael Hemsworth
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Digital Nomad Device Chargers

The BESTEK Travel Adapter Converter Charges and Protects Devices

The increased prominence of international travel for business or 
pleasure purposes has increased the need for solutions like the 
BESTEK Travel Adapter Converter that aim to streamline and simplify 
electricity access.

Boasting a compact and lightweight design, the charger can be used 
almost anywhere in the world thanks to a series of folding plugs on 
the rear. The unit will work to provide two USB ports for charging up 
devices and a single traditional outlet for powering your choice of 
small essential appliance. A built-in fuse and surge protection offer 
advanced protection from overcharging, over-voltage charging, 
overloads and short circuiting.

The BESTEK Travel Adapter Converter is ideal for avid travelers, but 
shows distinct promise for digital nomads who need a safer way to 
power up their devices when working remotely.
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Aftermarket SIM Card Expanders

The SIMore E-Clips Turns Smartphones into Triple-SIM Solutions

Many consumers around the world require multiple SIM cards in 
order to stay connected when traveling or to keep business and 
personal lines on the same phone, so the SIMore E-Clips has been 
created to unify the user experience.

The device works by being integrated with your choice of SIM cards 
and by connecting to your device wirelessly to provide access to the 
various accounts. The unit can be used with two SIM cards in addition 
to the one slot available on most smartphones to let users maintain 
three different numbers on the same device to eliminate the need for 
separate phones.

The SIMore E-Clips is small enough to be easily carried with you 
alongside your smartphone and is perfect for avid travelers or 
business professionals how are always on the road.
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Holographic Travel Kiosks

KLM's 'Take-off Tips' Connects Travelers with 3D Facial Scans

It's no secret that getting insights from locals can lead to some of the 
best travel experiences and to tap into this idea, KLM Royal Dutch 
Airlines set up holographic travel kiosks called 'Take-off Tips' at 
airports. Although the average person has a wealth of information to 
share in this day and age, it can be a challenge to pry people away 
from their phones. With this special travel kiosk, powered by 3D facial 
scanning and holographic technology, KLM gave travelers an 
opportunity to connect with locals rather than turning to guidebooks 
or the Internet. 

The holographic bar was set up in a way that made it feel as though 
people were truly sitting across from one another, making it easy for 
them to engage in natural conversation about their destination.

By: Laura McQuarrie
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Diverse Plant-Based Inflight Menus

Emirates Serves More Than 20,000 Vegan Meals in January

Dietary preferences have never been uniform and Emirates Airlines' 
incredibly diverse inflight menu is meant to address that. As consumer 
consciousness is exponentially rising every year, the vegan diet has 
definitely captured the attention of many businesses. This becomes 
more evident as Emirates celebrates Veganuary and serves over 
20,000 plant-based meals across all its traveling classes. 

The company observed a 40 percent increase in vegan food requests. 
The airline used this information to extend the diversity of its inflight 
menu. As a result, to date Emirates has over 170 plant-based recipes 
and has served about 18,000 kg of nut-based cheese since last April. 

Due to its impeccable dedication and support of the vegan diet, 
Emirates' inflight menu has been voted Best Airline for Vegan Meals.

By: Kalina Nedelcheva
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Travel-Friendly Business Credit Cards

American Airlines and Citi Boast Many Alluring Benefits

American Airlines and Citi's partnership results in a card that is 
absolutely ideal for frequent flyers and business owners. Not only can 
individuals earn mileage points to redeem on flights, but they can also 
enjoy preferred boarding on American Airlines flights, one free 
checked bag on domestic flights for the cardholder and four people, 
as well as 25% off food, beverage, and inflight Wi-Fi purchases. 

The CitiBusiness® / AAdvantage® Platinum Select® World Mastercard® 
also has a few additional benefits. The companies offer round-the-
clock business assistance with travel, hotel, and dining arrangements, 
while the business owner can authorize additional cards for 
employees and subsequently earn AAdvantage miles for purchases on 
those. 

Moreover, American Airlines and Citi offer a bonus of 50,000 after 
$3,000 spent in the first months and wave the annual $99 fee for the 
first year.

By: Kalina Nedelcheva
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Co-Branded Travel Card Launches

The American Express Marriott Bonvoy™ Travel Card is Streamlined

American Express and Marriott International have teamed up for a 
new and rebranded launch of their existing co-branded travel credit 
cards -- its new Marriott Bonvoy™ Travel Program credit card is set to 
replace three existing loyalty options.

Set to launch on February 13th, the "Marriott Bonvoy™ American 
Express® Cards will offer travelers and businesses additional valuable 
benefits, rich points offers, and new artistic Card designs" while 
replacing the current Starwood Preferred Guest, Marriott Rewards® 
and The Ritz-Carlton Rewards cards. 

Giving both new and existing members access to a series of exclusive 
perks and the chance to collect up to 100,000 bonus Marriott Bonvoy 
points, the Marriott Bonvoy Loyalty Program will replace the travel 
program’s three current loyalty brands, Starwood Preferred Guest, 
Marriott Rewards® and The Ritz-Carlton Rewards® into one, 
streamlined option. A more convenient choice for frequent travelers, 
the refreshed Marriott Bonvoy American Express Card portfolio 
ensures a more personalized [continued online]

By: Jana Pijak
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Compartmentalized Packing Cubes

The New Vasco Travel Organizers Make Packing Efficient

The influx of consumers traveling means that the frustration 
associated with packing is only going to increase, so the Vasco travel 
organizers have been designed to help offer some help. Designed by 
Artur Stelmakh, the new luggage cubes work by compartmentalizing 
all of your essentials inside your suitcase instead of having everything 
floating around together freely. This eliminates the need to dig 
through your luggage to find what you're looking for to keep 
everything organized, while also preventing dirty items from mixing 
with clean ones, toiletries from spilling and more.

The Vasco travel organizers come in a wide variety of different styles 
for travelers to choose from and are crafted from durable materials 
like eco leather to ensure they're ready for years of extended use.

By: Michael Hemsworth
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Travel-Centric Luxe Watches

Louis Vuitton's Tambour Horizon Watch Captures The Spirit of Traveling

Louis Vuitton unveils a new iteration of the 'Tambour Horizon' watch, 
created to completely bring together three different elements that are 
true to the label -- travel, fine craftsmanship, and creativity. Drawing 
design inspiration from previous models, the latest iteration is 
constructed using new materials and tonal finishes. Some new details 
include the option of personalizing the dial and the watch face and a 
completely digital display system. 

The digital element is decorated with a variety of accents that 
reference the fashion house -- this includes 'Damier,' 'Monogram,' and 
'V.' The new tonal options feature contrasting designs and the option 
to add their initials for a personal touch. Louis Vuitton encompasses 
the luxurious spirit of traveling, and the latest design follows suit. It 
features the label's 'My Travel' experience by organizing all traveling 
needs in one place. This covers transportation bookings, hotel 
bookings, departure, and arrival times using the 'City Guide' tech 
function.

By: Amy Duong
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Premium On-Location Experiences

Bruin Sports Capital Dictates the Official Hospitality of the NFL

On-location experience is key in shaping sports events in the minds of 
attendees. In addition, it guarantees a stronger return rate. With a 
slogan of "Don't Dream It. Live it," the NFL gives fans priority access to 
top events during the season, as well as other exclusive benefits like 
special pre-game parties and ticket verifications with exact seat 
locations. 

To amplify the luxury of the on-location experience, Bruins Sports 
Capital and the NFL employ live entertainment and celebrity chefs. 
Personalization is important as well. The Official Hospitality program 
features a Dedicated Experience Manager that helps individuals select 
"the perfect NFL experience," while a team of event and travel 
specialists assist with further opportunities to "enhance your 
weekend."

By: Kalina Nedelcheva
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Travel-Friendly Soccer VIP Experiences

Groupama Aréna Gives Foreign Fans a Unique Opportunity

Groupama Aréna -- "the new hub for [...] business meetings," boasts a 
soccer VIP experience that is specifically tailored to those who are 
visiting Budapest. The opportunity is packed with potential that 
includes explorations of local gastronomy, unparallel hospitality, as 
well as premium tickets during the home matches of Ferencváros --
the 29th-time Hungarian champion. 

The top-tier category includes access to "the latest international and 
Hungarian cuisine," as well as an ample selection of the best local 
wines. In addition, the soccer VIP experiences are complemented by 
pre-game and half-time shows that share "the latest statistics and 
rumors." Premium ticket holders enjoy reserved seats on the main 
stands and should they bring their family, Groupama Aréna offers a 
dedicated kids' corner and a Talk Show with celebrities.

By: Kalina Nedelcheva
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Durable Tech-Infused Suitcases

'SkyValet' Smart Luggage is TSA Compliant and Sleek

The 'SkyValet' smart luggage has been unveiled as a lineup of solutions 
for avid travelers to choose when looking for a way to enhance their 
lifestyle when on the road. Compliant with both TSA and many 
airplane restrictions, the luggage is integrated with wireless charging 
technology to let users access the integrated 10,000 mAh battery to 
avoid seeking out an outlet in the terminal. The wheels on each of the 
cases are outfitted with Shark Wheel Technology that promises 
enhanced durability and a smoother wheeling experience when 
moving quickly to make a flight.

The 'SkyValet' smart luggage is rounded off with a Bluetooth lock that 
can be accessed via the accompanying smartphone app to enhance 
security.

By: Michael Hemsworth
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Luxurious Smart Luggage Systems

Horizn Studios Blends Design with Functional Travel Experiences

Horizn Studios is a brand new luxury luggage label that understands 
traveling expands across more areas than just transportation 
nowadays. People are spending more time on-route, making it an 
essential part of one's lives. The Berlin-based label creates 
contemporary designs accustom to the on-the-go lifestyle. It features 
a series of luggage and travel essentials specifically designed for a 
modern traveler. 

A notable product is the M5 cabin luggage, which has a foldable 
pocket at the front for accessible storage through security. It also 
features a USB smart charger that has enough power for three 
phones. Other options include totes, backpacks, and weekenders -- all 
of which have an external strap to attach onto the suitcases' handles. 
In addition to luggage and travel accessories, Horizn Studios recently 
unveiled its Horizn GO service, which is a personal travel aid that helps 
users with their flights, reservations, hotel bookings, and more.

By: Amy Duong
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Eye-Tracking Travel Ads
Jetstar Gifted Flights to Dream Destinations with an Interactive Travel Ad

Jetstar worked with JCDecaux to surprise and delight people as part of 
an Australian campaign that paired an interactive travel ad with eye-
tracking technology. 

The ad revealed several pictures of dream destinations like Hawaii and 
Bali, which were highlighted based on a person's gaze. As a 
companion to this, the interactive travel campaign offered relevant 
messages to the area of a person's apparent interest. The interactive 
stations were designed to dispense Jetstar gift cards to participating 
individuals, with a $500 value that could be used to book a getaway. 

With eye-tracking technology that detects and tracks where a person 
is looking, brands across a wide range of industries are able to deliver 
campaigns and experiences that feel engaging and highly 
personalized.

By: Laura McQuarrie
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Smart Self-Following Suitcases

The Airwheel SR5 Suitcase Automatically Avoids Obstacles

The Airwheel SR5 suitcase is an advanced solution for avid travelers 
that will help them to maintain better efficiency when abroad by 
eliminating the need to physically handle their luggage.

Integrated with advanced robotic technology, the suitcase is 
engineered to follow the user along and easily avoiding obstacles. The 
ultra-wideband location-tracking technology will help it keep up with 
you when walking fast, but will also send you an alert if it's falling 
behind to ensure optimal security.

The Airwheel SR5 suitcase features a rugged set of wheels that will 
easily traverse over roadways, tile, carpet, conveyor belts and more to 
keep it functional at all times. The luggage piece will work 
continuously to map out a safe path as it follows you to prevent 
avoidable incidents.

By: Michael Hemsworth
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Medical Tourism Start-Ups

'Surgery Tours India' Provides Info About Medical Treatment in India

Medical tourism is growing and lots of developing countries have 
extremely advanced attention systems. For people seeking to travel to 
the Republic of India to receive treatment for numerous problems, 
Surgery Tours India is a platform that provides aid. The brand's 
purpose is for its users to "discover prime quality and affordable 
treatment in the Republic of India with unmatched personal care" and 
connect them with specialists, prices and hospitals as they quest for 
treatments. The Surgery Tours India team additionally assists folks 
with obtaining a visa, travel and accommodations where they're 
receiving treatment in a chosen region. 

The need for the Surgery Tours India start-up reveals the very fact that 
medical tourism is increasing in numerous developing countries.

By: Satish Prajapati
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Self-Cleaning Travel Films

NanoTouch's Smart Materials Keep Public Touchscreens & Buttons Sanitary

NanoTouch Materials introduced an innovation in smart materials that 
will help to protect travelers from germs in hotels, airports and other 
public places. The all-new self-cleaning film by NanoTouch can be 
used on everything from touchscreens and check-in kiosks to elevator 
buttons, helping to continuously upkeep cleanliness and address 
health-related travel concerns. 

This new film product adds to NanoTouch's current assortment, which 
also includes award-winning self-cleaning mats for personal use on 
airplane tray tables and hotel rooms, as well as ultra-durable self-
cleaning mats that protect the most commonly used portions of TSA 
security bins. 

In the same way that many people are embracing at-home automated 
sanitation solutions, public-facing companies are similarly investing in 
consumers' well-being and peace of mind with self-sufficient 
alternatives to traditional cleaning services.

By: Laura McQuarrie
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Local Advice Travel Apps
The '2B LOCAL' Platform Connects Travelers to In-the-Know Locals

It's no secret that getting tips from locals is the best way to enjoy what 
a city or area has to offer, so the '2B LOCAL' platform is positioned as a 
way to make connecting with them easier. 

The app will provide users with actionable information on where to 
go, what to see and what to do, which can be provided to you through 
friends-of-friends, in-the-know locals or others. This helps to 
streamline the travel planning process by eliminating the need for 
extensive research and putting the focus back onto the experience 
than the strategy required for a good time.

The '2B LOCAL' platform can also offer users exclusive access to the 
best hotels, bars and restaurants that might not be listed on popular 
tourist guides.
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Self-Aware Tourism Slogans

Nebraska's New State Slogan Reads "Honestly, It's Not for Everyone"

Nebraska's new state slogan is offering a departure from what's 
expected, presenting readers with a brutally honest and deadpan 
description which reads, "Honestly, it's not for everyone." 

This new slogan replaces the previous "Nebraska Nice" and aims to 
address the state's consistently low tourism rankings. The slogan, 
which was announced at the Nebraska City conference, is 
accompanied by a series of clever print ads which combat negative 
perceptions of the state. One of the ads features a gorgeous and lush 
scene while reading “Famous for our flat, boring landscape.” Another 
features a group of friends enjoying a water-based excursion with the 
caption  “Lucky for you, there’s nothing to do here.”  

Image credit: Nebraska Tourism Commission
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Inclusive Travel Platforms

Noirbnb Curates Immersive Travel Experiences for People of Color

Noirbnb is a startup aiming to end discrimination in the travel space. 
The company is described as a "global travel community that provides 
experiences and events with a focus on including and celebrating 
travelers of color." 

In addition to helping travelers book both affordable and luxe 
accommodations and offering hosting opportunities, the platform is 
also home to a number of curated experiences across the globe. 

Noirbnb boasts a business model inspired by web-based hospitality 
giants like airbnb but sets itself apart from competitors by gearing its 
services toward African American travelers specifically. The company 
also isn't afraid to start honest conversations about unfair treatment 
and racism cases associated with the practice of booking 
accommodations online, allowing travelers a safe space to connect 
and experience new places.

By: Jana Pijak
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Spa Tourism Exploration Platforms

'SauSpa' Pinpoints the Best Places to Relax Worldwide

Self-care has become a hot topic amongst many consumers who are 
seeking to take care of their body and mind more wholly than in the 
past, so new solutions like 'SauSpa' are popping up with this in mind. 
The interactive platform aggregates all the necessary information you 
need about spas and wellness centers around the world to make the 
booking process far easier. This helps to eliminate the need to search 
around endlessly for the information the consumer needs to speed up 
the likeliness of a booking and decrease the chance of them deserting 
the process.

The 'SauSpa' platform also speaks to the expanding spa tourism 
market as consumers seek to access exceptional R&R experiences 
during their time off from work.
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Business Travel Management Platforms

'Travelstop' Keeps Data Organized and Offers Insights

Business travel has only grown in popularity and requirement as the 
global market continues to evolve, which is increasing the demand for 
solutions like 'Travelstop' to keep information organized.

The platform works by keeping all of your essential business travel 
information stored in one spot including transportation, meals, 
accommodation and much more. The cross-platform design of the 
solution means you can easily keep track of all your various expenses 
without needing to rely solely on your laptop or smartphone 
independently for capturing data.

The 'Travelstop' platform also helps to automate the process of 
expense reporting to improve the overall productivity of professionals 
by keeping their focus off of the logistics and on the work at hand. The 
platform will also provide key insights into your business travel 
expenses to see where inefficiencies might be present.

By: Michael Hemsworth
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Group-Focused Apartment-Like Hotels

Domio Offers Asset-Light Hotel Experiences

New York City-based Domio is hoping to dethrone Airbnb with its 
focus on group-focused travel accommodations. Focusing on multi-
unit "apart-hotels" -- a hybrid cross between a hotel and an apartment 
-- Domio is hoping to capture attention by also including "asset-light" 
experiences. This means the accommodations provide hotel-esque 
experiences without charging for the costly infrastructure required for 
traditional hotels. 

Thanks to a new boost from private equity firm Upper90, Domio is 
aiming to open as many 25 apart-hotels across the US in the next few 
years. Unlike traditional hotels, which are often franchised, Domio 
plans to control the experience end to end. The apart-hotel company 
also manages to distinguish itself by focusing its advertising and 
outreach to those traveling with friends or family.
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Productivity-Focused Airline Cabins

Eva Air's New Business-Class Cabin Was Designed by BMW

Taiwanese five-star airline Eva Air recently partnered with BMW's 
Designworks to create a new look for the Royal Laurel business-class 
cabin. Crafted for Eva Air's new Boeing 787 Dreamliners, this new 
business-class cabin aims to compete as the best in the world. 
Focused on maintaining traditional elements of the brand, while also 
adopting a bold strategy and stepping away from "conventional" seat 
designs, the ultimate goal of the cabin was to highlight comfort and 
smart design. 

Focused on in-cabin experience, Designworks looked at every part of 
the flying experience, including meal service, streamlined stowage and 
maximized space for productivity and entertainment. The design 
elements of the business-class cabin were meant to focus on 
professional travelers seeking a productive and relaxing environment.
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Blockchain Hotel Bookings

GOeureka Lets Users Book Hotels with Zero Commission Fees

Commision fees often drive up the price of hotel rooms exponentially, 
thankfully GOeureka is letting buyers unlock 400,000 hotel rooms with 
zero commission. Released as an alpha version of its platform, 
GOeureka is hoping to end the "comparison engine" lifestyle by 
leveraging the blockchain to help users book hotel rooms with no 
commision while still receiving loyalty rewards and benefits. All of this 
comes with no hidden fees and an incredible level of accountability. 

The problem GOeureka is trying to address is fairly well-known among 
frequent travelers and comes from the existing hotel-booking 
infrastructure. Using the blockchain essentially allows the platform to 
provide secure and accountable contracts between travelers and 
hotels, cutting out the middleman in the booking process. The use of 
the blockchain also ensures a more efficient process with identifiable 
ledgers. 

Image Credit: Pixbay
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Childcare Indie Games
'Think of the Children' Tasks Players with Caring for Rambunctious Kids

'Think of the Children' is a whimsical new indie game that tasks players 
with keeping a group of kids happy and breathing while also 
maintaining the responsibilities of adult life. Developed by Fellow 
Traveller, this unique video game challenges players with performing 
various tasks in a plethora of settings. The art style works beautifully in 
contrast to the background of the game as its bright colors and 
cartoon stylings undercut the stress of intense childcare. 

Think of the Children may seem like a strange subject for an indie 
game, but the title actually plays into the lives and struggles of an 
older gamer. As older gamers move onto more family-centered 
lifestyles, Think of the Children leverages real-life issues in an 
entertaining way.
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Connective Dining Incentives

OpenTable's 'OpenSeat' Lets People Share an Empty Spot at Their Table

In partnership with Virginia Tourism, OpenTable is now offering a new 
feature in Virginia called OpenSeat that allows an open seat at a table 
to be shared with someone new. As an incentive for using this feature, 
users will be rewarded with an appetizer and potentially even make a 
new friend in the process. 

Over 30 restaurants across Virginia will be participating in this new 
program so that solo diners making a reservation will be spared from 
dining alone if they so desire. To participate, a solo diner is able to 
write "OpenSeat" in the notes section of their reservation and if 
another party has opted to share an OpenSeat at their table, the 
diners will be paired with one another. The new OpenTable feature 
has the potential to appeal to locals and travelers alike who are 
looking to connect with people over a shared love of food—and at the 
same time, it helps restaurants fill up as many seats as possible with 
patrons.

By: Laura McQuarrie
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Virtual AI Travel Assistants

30SecondsToFly's Claire Platform Streamlines Business Traveling

Startup 30SecondsToFly develops the Claire platform, which is 
essentially a virtual travel assistant that functions on AI technology to 
help small and medium-sized businesses manage their expenses. 
Claire makes business travel easy with its streamlined processes 
communicated to users -- it helps in booking travel within minutes. 
Claire can also access privately negotiation rates and tailors to satisfy 
each user's personal preference. If there were to be any issues during 
the trip, users can turn to Claire to help solve arising problems 
concerning their travels. 

The platform allows communicative functions on every major medium 
including Skype, SMS, Slack, and Facebook Messenger. In terms of 
managing one's travel experience, Clare delivers detailed analytics and 
will organize expenses right to the company's expense management 
systems.

By: Amy Duong
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Corporate Travel AI Platforms

Pana is a Platform Designed for Both Personal and Business Travel

Pana is a virtual travel assistant and concierge powered by a team of 
human travel agents, blending AI technology with traditional 
practices. The service offers assistance in booking personal and 
business travel necessities, depending on each individual's 
preferences. Pana's hybrid of help from a human travel team and 
messaging AIs enable a much more personal connection. The service 
first starts off with a welcome call from a staff member who learns the 
user's travel preferences so that they can be implemented on further 
trips. Pana is highly responsive and can be reached through its mobile 
app, through email, its website, or through text for any current or 
upcoming trips.

Travel can be booked through the app and features reminder 
notifications of when users should leave for the airport, weather 
forecasts, and estimated arrival time. Once users have arrived at their 
respective destinations, Pana turns into a concierge, recommending 
local dining options or activities. Personal usage of Pana costs $100 
annually and it is $95 [continued online]
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Expense-Tracking AI Programs

Tradeshift Go Reduces Expense Fraud for Medium-Sized Businesses

Tradeshift Go is a virtual assistance program aimed towards medium-
sized businesses to aid them in tracking employee spending and 
reducing any expense fraud. The platform uses an AI chat interface to 
allow those traveling to easily connect to travel agents if necessary. 
Through Tradeshift Go, employees are able to text the AI assistant 
where they need to go and receive help with flight bookings, hotel 
bookings, ground transportation, and dining. 

The Tradeshift Go platform is available through the App store -- it only 
needs a work email address to sign up. Differentiating itself from 
other chatboxes, Tradeshift Go is able to book travel necessities 
through the app with the option to adjust preferences. Users can 
choose their preference in either a window or aisle seat, highlight a 
preferred airline, or even avoid certain airlines. The AI assistant will 
also apply the preferences towards future trips as well.

By: Amy Duong
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Information-Focused AI Travel Apps

SAM is an Informative Travel AI Designed for Corporate Travel

Unveiled as a "pocket-sized mobile travel assistant," SAM is the latest 
innovation from Flight Centre that blends together travel consultant 
support and an informative travel AI. Marketed primarily towards 
business travelers, this new AI travel assistant offers up a corporate 
focus but operates on an experience leisure travelers would enjoy. 
SAM -- short for Smart Assistant for Mobile -- is currently available for 
clients of FCM Travel Solutions and academic travel provider Campus 
Travel. 

In terms of features, SAM has the ability to plan and coordinate almost 
every element of travel but is perhaps best showcased in its ability to 
keep travelers aware. Alerts can range from departure gate and 
baggage updates to safety notifications based on the area a traveler is 
in. This is perhaps the best function of SAM as it allows users to keep 
focused on a task and not worry about small changes.

Image Credit: Flight Centre
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Corporate AI Travel Programs

Travel Manager Uses IBM Watson to Better Track and Plan Expenses

Developed in a partnership between Travelport and IBM, Travel 
Manager is a new corporate AI travel platform developed to help 
businesses manage corporate spending and expenses. Available 
through the IBM Cloud, this new travel-focused platform leverages 
IBM Watson AI to track, analyze, and predict travel costs in a single 
place. The advanced AI featured in Travel Manager stands apart from 
other AI services by utilizing cognitive computing and predictive data 
to engage in "what-if" scenarios to handle travel planning and 
expenses. 

In terms of human interaction, Travel Manager features an interactive 
dashboard that easily showcases all avenues of travel spending. This 
interactive dashboard, combined with the intelligent AI, positions 
Travel Manager as the future of corporate travel as the sophisticated 
AI is better equipped to handle a myriad of challenges.

By: Justin Lam
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Room-Charging Resort Bracelets

Meliá Hotels' Bracelet Makes Purchases Outside of the Resort

Meliá Hotels' wearable bracelet is a piece of smart technology that's 
serving as a more convenient form of payment for those visiting the 
popular Spanish resort. 

Making sure one has cash in their wallet while traveling is both a 
hassle and a security risk. Now, those staying at a Meliá property in 
Magaluf can enjoy the comforts of leaving one's wallet in their hotel 
room. In addition to offering the convenience of tap-to-pay around 
the resort, this bracelet enables guests to make purchases at 
surrounding merchants, like coffee shops, clothing stores and 
restaurants. 

By mid-August, this technology will be available at nine locations 
across Spain. While wearable technology isn't new to hotels, Meliá's 
stands out by allowing travelers to use tap-to-pay, room-charging 
technology outside of the resort grounds.
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Rearview Camera Commuter Bags

The 'Lumzag' Smart Bags Keep You and Your Gear Secure

Many consumers are carrying a number of different devices with them 
when they head out on their commute, so the 'Lumzag' smart bags are 
integrated with security features to ensure you and your gear are 
protected.

Integrated with a rearview camera on the backpack, the bags are 
outfitted with a remote antitheft alarm system that will let you know if 
someone tries to access your pack. The interior compartment of the 
packs have a light to help you quickly find what you're looking for, 
while wireless charging technology, a power bank and WiFi 
connectivity keep users supported at all times.

The 'Lumzag' smart bags are perfect for daily commuting purposes, 
but are also a solid option for avid travellers that want to keep a closer 
eye on their essential gear.
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Thematic Family Travel Totes

WanderTote is a Transparent Pack Filled with Trip Activities for Kids

Olivia Daniel founded WanderTote as a way of sharing a variety of 
ready-to-go materials and trip activities for kids with families that are 
preparing to embark on a travel adventure. The bag takes the form of 
a clear pack, which is ideal for passing through security checkpoints 
and is filled with a variety of goods to keep kids occupied in cars, 
planes, boats, hotel rooms and beyond. 

Best of all, the contents of the WanderTote are themed to fit a variety 
of different destinations. For example, Sea And Sand offers a variety of 
beach and ocean-themed activities and toys, while the Gone Camping 
set is ideal for helping kids create and document fun memories at 
camp. 

Rather than being filled with throw-away items, each kit is designed so 
that kids are able to keep and enjoy the engaging contents long after a 
trip.

By: Laura McQuarrie
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Audio Explorer Blogging Platforms

'Wandertale' Lets Travelers Verbally Share Their Experiences

Travelers often share their latest adventure on Instagram or 
Facebook, but the 'Wandertale' platform aims to take things in a 
different direction to bring about a new kind of travel blogging. The 
platform works by having users record their experiences verbally rally 
rather than visually to help share them with their followers or other 
travelers. This enables travelers to record their experience as it 
happens to keep their attention on enjoying the moment, while also 
making the process of sharing it with others easier.

The 'Wandertale' platform is positioned as being the nest level for 
social travel journaling and networking to keep travelers connected to 
their friends and family back home. The platform brings a new kind of 
experience to social media that could be favored by those who are 
looking for a way to tell their story verbally rather than through 
images.
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Wanderlust-Targeting Interactive Microsites

Hawaii Tourism Authority Uses a Multi-Media Approach

In an attempt to attract a younger audience to the region, the Hawaii 
Tourism Authority launches an interactive microsite that boasts facial 
recognition software and drone footage. The location-promoting 
campaign is done in partnership with Expedia Media Solutions and is 
an example of how strong online tactics can sway a targeted 
demographic. 

Through the use of custom-built facial recognition technology, 
'Discover Your Aloha' is able to effortlessly situate the individual in 
Hawaii's mesmerizing landscape. The interactive microsite is 
attention-grabbing in light of its exceptional drone footage of the 
island's sea, land and sky. The campaign does not only channel the 
wanderlust of a younger audience, however. As the video is playing, 
the software linked to the interactive microsite scans and analyses the 
viewer's physical reactions to the content. Post-experience, the 
algorithm produces a customized travel recommendation, based on 
the viewer's perception of the video.

By: Kalina Nedelcheva
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Sustainable Eco-Tourism Domes

The Biodomes Wildlife Conservation Center is in the Al Hajar Range

The city of Dubai is known around the world for its absurd opulence 
rising up from the middle of the desert, and the upcoming Biodomes 
Wildlife Conservation Center is a project that acknowledges the 
activities that are bound to accrue around such a place. The series of 
pavilions are designed to serve as a hub for eco-tourism with the aim 
of ensuring responsible human interaction with nature.

The Biodome Wildlife Conservation Center is planned to be built in the 
Al Hajar mountains, a biodiverse range just a few hours drive east of 
Dubai. Designed by Baharash Architecture for the UAE's Eco Resort 
Group, the series of doms have a low impact design that helps 
preserve nature while letting people experience it.

Image Credit: Baharash Architecture
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Blockchain-Powered Virtual Healthcare

Doctor Smart Offers Virtual Healthcare Consultations

It's not easy to manage one's health and wellness, especially while 
traveling, and those struggling to find a balance may be drawn to the 
convenience of Doctor Smart -- a blockchain-powered service that 
enables one to seamlessly communicate with doctors and specialists, 
even while in another country. 

The efficient nature of the service makes it an ideal platform for 
travelers. According to the brand, users won't ever wait longer than a 
minute for service. This on-demand medical service offers video chats 
and virtual consultations at the touch of a button, meaning that those 
in a foreign country can receive medical aid or information safely and 
efficiently. 

Image credit: iphone 6 app screen travel stock photo via TZIDO 
SUN/Shutterstock
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VR Graffiti Activations
The Las Vegas Tourism Board Created a Virtual Experience to Boost Visits

To inspire people in London to book a trip to Las Vegas, the Las Vegas 
tourism board created a VR graffiti activation with the artist 'Insa.' 

As part of a three-day activation in London, those who put on a virtual 
reality headset will have the chance to see the American city artfully 
reinterpreted through the eyes of the graffiti artist. To make the most 
of the immersive qualities of the VR technology, the upcoming event 
in June will also engage one's senses with a DJ playing Las Vegas-
inspired music and cocktails that promise to serve "a taste of the 
strip." 

The event by the Las Vegas Convention and Visitors Authority will also 
provide people with the chance to win a fun-filled trip to Las Vegas of 
their own through Virgin Holidays.

By: Laura McQuarrie
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Tourism-Boosting Relief Efforts

Airbnb and Puerto Rico are Working to Revitalize the Island

Airbnb and Puerto Rico have decided to come together to revitalize 
the island after the devastation created by Hurricane Maria. This 
revitalization effort will be done through tourism as Airbnb will be 
launching 50 new experiences throughout Puerto Rico. These 
experiences will be offered by local companies and will include hikes 
in nature preserves and sailing in San Juan Bay. This new partnership 
between Airbnb and Puerto Rico aims to bring in more tourists to the 
island as the influx of visitors will bring in plenty of money and 
showcase the island past this serious natural disaster. 

In addition to supporting tourism on the island, Airbnb will also be 
donating all fees from bookings on the island to local recovery 
organizations. This will be the first active effort made by the company, 
though the home-rental service activated its disaster response tool 
during Hurricane Maria. The tool is rarely used but allows the 
company to contact individuals in the area to see if they have a couch 
of room available for those that are displaced. [continued online]
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Travel-Focused Cryptocurrencies

The TripBit ICO Hopes to Be the First Decentralized Travel Coin

Cryptocurrencies and the blockchain are already shaking up plenty of 
modern industries, but the TripBit ICO is hoping to be the first 
company to create a cryptocurrency just for travel. While companies 
like AirAsia have already integrated cryptocurrencies into rewards 
programs, the TripBit ICO is instead focusing on revolutionizing how 
trips are planned. By leveraging blockchain technology, this new form 
of cryptocurrency hopes to make purchasing flights, events and hotel 
easier with a decentralized travel coin. 

This new payment service is set to be the first of its kind and will allow 
users to make purchases with TripBit token. This would allow for 
increased convenience while traveling and enable the booking process 
to be handled through blockchain platforms. The TribtBit ICO is also 
set to feature a secondary marketplace that will allow consumers to 
resell tickets and amenities that would normally be non-refundable.      

Image Credit: TripBit ICO
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Blockchain-Powered Travel Services

Cool Cousin Aims to Be the First Blockchain P2P Travel Agency

The Cool Cousin travel app is positioning itself to be the first P2P travel 
agency through the implementation of blockchain technology. The 
app currently functions as a VC-backed travel platform that connects 
travelers with a community of locals to receive curated city guides for 
a more personalized experience. The platform already has over 
500,000+ travelers and almost 1,000 Cousins in 70 cities.

The existing Cool Cousin platform is already quite innovative but the 
brand is looking to further its expansion with an implementation of a 
cryptocurrency named CUZ. The new token is using the Ethereum 
blockchain and will be used to incentivize the growth of its community 
of local experts. This will allow travelers to receive personalized 
concierge-like services from locals through a token-based, smart 
contract and P2P platform.
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Blockchain-Based Travel Platforms

Bookingjini Cuts Out the Need for Travel Agents and Lowers Costs

Bookingjini is a blockchain-based, decentralized and open-source 
travel platform that aids hotels with their bookings and overall service. 
To do this, the company utilizes a range of products and tools, like its 
Booking Engine, which helps to generate direct bookings, without 
shelling out costs for online travel agents. 

Bookingjini also offers a Channel Manager and Digital Marketing 
services, which assists with tracking, organization, and awareness. 
Alternatively, hotels can ask the company to feature them on an app, 
which makes bookings, check-ins, and service requests easier. This 
convenient platform also increases the amount of feedback given to 
hotels by consumers, working to bring more awareness to them, while 
ensuring that the best service possible is being offered to guests.

By: Riley von Niessen
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P2P Personalized Travel Tours

CityUnscripted Brings Travelers and Locals Together in 35 Cities

CityUnscripted provides an authentic and personalized travel 
experience by connecting people in tourism destinations like 
Barcelona, Manchester, Kyoto, Mexico City, Seattle and more. The 
company has established a global network of over 800 Local Hosts 
who are vetted, interviewed and approved to provide an inclusive and 
riveting experience of their city. CityUnscripted ensures that there is 
diversity, in order to better match the travelers' requirements. Local 
Hosts range from 18 years of age to over 60 and are fluent in a 
combined total of 38 languages. 

This P2P model of personalized travel tours allows for visitors to 
experience the city in a full and unique way. By connecting locals and 
foreigners, CityUnscripted is able to nix the inconvenience of cluttery 
travel guides and to bring together two individuals of different origins.

By: Kalina Nedelcheva
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Blockchain-Based Traveling Platforms

UbiatarPlay Offers an Innovative Way to Travel with P2P

Embracing the concepts of ubiquity and teleportation, a peer-to-peer 
marketplace that relies on Blockchain provides an ultra-innovative way 
to travel. UbiatarPlay leverages the powers of technology, mobile 
application, and software to develop a platform that allows people to 
travel without leaving the comfort of their own home. 

This innovative way to travel combines an 'Avatar' (local individual) 
with a 'Usar' (the traveler). In a sense, the former is an extension of 
the later. Directions are given via a revolutionary Graphical User 
Interface and the Usar is able to see and hear everything that the 
Avatar is experiencing.

As a P2P marketplace, UbiatarPlay has benefits for both parties. While 
the concept provides job opportunities and income for the Avatars, 
the Usar gets to effortlessly experience different cultures.

By: Kalina Nedelcheva
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Responsible Tourism Inititiatives

Airbnb's Office of Healthy Tourism Aims to Reduce Toxic Touring

Thanks in part to Airbnb itself, the tourism industry has exploded over 
the past several years, and the company's 'Office of Healthy Tourism' 
has been opened in order to combat some of the potential pitfalls that 
come with the tourism boom. The initiative "supports tourism that is 
local, authentic, diverse, inclusive, and sustainable," according to 
Head of Global Policy Chris Lehane, and it is making efforts to change 
tourism practices for the betterment of both tourists and locals.

Eco-tourism has been a popular concept since long before the 
inception of Airbnb, but the Office of Healthy Tourism is looking 
beyond just environmentally friendly traveling. The company also 
wants to prevent overreliance on primary landmarks in a given 
location. For example, it might look to highlight cool restaurants, 
cafes, or experiences around Pisa, Italy, rather than driving everyone 
to the famous tower.

By: Joey Haar
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Cryptocurrency Air Travel Rewards

This Airline Rewards Program Will Use Cryptocurrency Tokens

Air travel rewards have long been a popular way for airlines around 
the world to entice customers to use their service again, but 
Malaysian airline AirAsia is now looking to take this ploy a step further 
by introducing a cryptocurrency-based rewards platform. 

The low-cost airline is set to introduce a rewards-based 
cryptocurrency coin called BigCoin, that travelers will be able to use to 
go about purchasing flight tickets, buying meals, upgrading their seats 
and claiming other bonus options. AirAsia's chief executive says the 
cryptocurrency could be launched via an initial coin offering sometime 
this calendar year.

Ultimately, the BigCoin project goes to show that age-old marketing 
practices such as air travel rewards need to adopt the latest and 
greatest technologies, such as cryptocurrency and blockchain to 
improve their offerings.

By: Rahul Kalvapalle
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Impressive Pocket Translators

The Baidu Pocket Translator Was Recently Shown In a Live Demo

At the recent MIT Technology Review’s EmTech Digital conference, 
Baidu showcased the newest in its AI tech line and shocked audiences 
with its impressive Baidu pocket translator. Baidu has long been 
investing in AI research, but this latest showcase really shows just how 
far the company has come. The Baidu pocket translator was shown off 
in a live demo on stage and was quite capable in facilitating a 
conversation between and English speaker and a Mandarin speaker. 
The gadget is able to translate these conversation thanks to Baidu's 
deep-learning neural networks: Which also happens to be the same 
technology that powers Google's machine translation and voice-
recognition technology. 

The Baidu pocket translator has reportedly been available since 
December of 2017, but as of now it can only be leased at travel 
agencies and airports in China. The gadget can currently translate 
English, Chinese and Japanese, but more languages will be added in 
the future.

By: Justin Lam
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Street View Theme Parks
Google Maps' Disney Parks Lets Users Explore The Magic Kingdom on a Screen

People looking to explore Disney World from the comfort of their own 
home can now do so with Google Maps Disney Parks. The update to 
Google Maps Street View was done in collaboration with Disney and 
will allow users the chance to explore destinations from Disneyland, 
Epcot and the Magic Kingdom through an immersive 3D browser. The 
Google Maps Disney Parks feature will hopefully give users the tools to 
better plan their visits to Disney Parks, and also give Disney the ability 
to promote all the best features of its spaces. 

The technology behind Google Maps Disney Parks can currently only 
be viewed through a screen, but there is hope that a VR version may 
soon be available. While this new technology may not turn tourism on 
its head, it does give travelers a unique way to enjoy their Disney trips, 
and lets those who can't make it enjoy a fairly realistic taste of the 
Disney experience.
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Luxe Classic Flatiron Hotels

The Freehand Hotel New York Was Built in a 1928 Historic Building

The Freehand Hotel is a chain of luxury hotels that just opened a new 
location in New York City. The new hotel was built inside a classic 
flatiron building the George Washington Hotel, which was originally 
built in 1928. 

In the flatiron neighborhood, this hotel is a modern space with warm 
colors and vibrant textures. The building features custom-made 
furniture, built specially for the space -- taking a contemporary twist 
with restored original pieces. Commissioned from Bard's College Live 
Arts Program, the site-specific art adds a unique design style while still 
supporting local artists. 

With a stylish bar attached to the lobby, the Freehand hotel offers 
high-end amenities perfect for tourism and business travel -- making 
each stay as comfortable and fun as possible.

By: Madison Mackay
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Entrepreneur-Specific Hotels

Tribe Theory is Geared Toward Young Business Owners and Startups

Spending time with like-minded individuals becomes even more 
difficult when traveling to a different country, which is why Tribe 
Theory has opened its doors and geared its services toward 
entrepreneurs and startup businesses. 

Based in Singapore, this hostel-inspired environment serves as a space 
where young business professionals can gather, while still having fun. 
The shared rooms feature capsule beds and cost about $35 USD a 
night. Guests can also pay in bitcoin, if they're a little short on cash. 
The space is described as a "venture hotel" and offers a place for 
individuals to build "human connection amongst a like-minded 
community of global citizens through an inspired business travel 
experience.” 

Image credit: Tribe Theory via Facebook
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Charming Seaside Villas
The Chichi Elements of Byron Resort Added 99 New Villas

Peggy Flannery, owner of the Elements of Byron resort has overseen 
the design and completion of 99 new villas created on the property's 
50 acres of rain forest. 

The original resort was already a tourism favorite in the area, but the 
owner decided to expand and update -- adding new individual villas, 
an adult only pool and a swim up bar. Each bungalow has large over-
sized windows, allowing the entire space to be filled with natural light 
and views of the ocean, forest, lakes or lagoons. With a light and 
calming color scheme, each new space offers a relaxing haven for 
travelers to take a break from the bustling Byron Bay. 

Placed right in the middle of the two kilometer stretch of the Beongil 
Beach, the new villas at the chichi Elements of Byron resort add a 
contemporary twist to the calm surroundings.

By: Madison Mackay
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AI Security Sytems
Unisys' LineSight System Will Hopefully Reduce Random Border Checks

In an effort to reduce unnecessary inspections, Unisys is launching its 
LineSight system as a tool to flag suspicious people and cargo with 
sophisticated AI. The system is designed to work alongside authorities 
and processes data like airline ticket information, cargo manifests, and 
information from organizations like immigration agencies and 
Interpol. The LineSight system uses machine learning to flag 
anomalous arrivals or others of concern.

The LineSight system can be tailored to fit specific agency needs, with 
the software focusing on specific data input by the agency. Unisys, 
which already provides services to U.S. Customs and Border 
Protection as well as European and Australian agencies, will offer 
LineSight to its existing clients. The system currently contains a large 
supply of data chains, but is still limited as it cannot extract data from 
travelers' social media posts, though it is possible that individual 
agencies will use this information in follow-up screenings. 

Image Credit: U.S. [continued online]
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Travel-Friendly Security Cameras

The 'EYEBALL' Security Cameras Let You Monitor Any Environment

The 'EYEBALL' security cameras have been engineered as a lineup of 
devices that will allow you to take them with you to other locations 
outside of your home when traveling. Each of the cameras are 
outfitted with a 3,000 mAh battery pack that will provide up to 12 
hours of continual recording, which makes them ideal for monitoring 
your hotel room when you're out exploring. The smart monitoring 
capability of the cameras enable them to sense for movement and let 
you know via a notification if something is happening in your room.

The 'EYEBALL' security cameras acknowledge the rising number of 
consumer who are partaking in travel for business or pleasure 
purposes that require streamlined solutions to help them stay safe.

By: Michael Hemsworth
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Large-Scale Disney Park Renovations

Disneyland Paris Will Undergo a 2 Billion Dollar Expansion

Disneyland Paris is set to undergo a massive renovation that will cost 
upwards of 2 billion dollars. The new expansion will incorporate areas 
that are all based on Marvel, Star Wars and the company's animated 
movie Frozen. Park owner Bob Iger and French president Emmanuel 
Marcon revealed the large investment, aiming to make the park the 
leading tourist destination in Europe. 

The plans include adding more characters and storytelling to create 
multiple new attractions, lands and entertainment to further elevate 
the guest experience, and add new tourism opportunities for the 
region. Each new aspect of the renovation on Disneyland Paris will be 
rolled out in stages, starting at the beginning of 2021. 

Image Credit: Disneyland Paris, Pixabay
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Rooftop Cinema Centers
UNStudio's 'Cinema EuropaCity' Features Rusted Steel Volumes

In working on BIG's masterplan for a town on the outskirts of Paris, 
UNStudio designed Cinema EuropaCity to represent the cultural 
openness that lies at the heart of the concept city. The culture and 
arts center, which recent won a contest to be built in the future town, 
features rusted steel volumes topped with green space and full-size 
cinema screens, with ample room for sitting to watch the outdoor 
screenings.

Cinema EuropaCity is part of the larger EuropaCity project, which is 
being undertaken by the powerful architecture and planning firm BIG. 
The $3.82 billion masterplan encompasses a complete tourism and 
leisure district outside of Paris, including hotels, a concert hall, an 
exhibition hall, a contemporary circus, and the grand cinema center 
designed by UNStudio.

By: Joey Haar
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Sustainable Island Resorts

The Song Saa Resort is Part Nature Reserve, Part Luxurious Getaway

Song Saa is a luxurious private island in Cambodia that is pioneering 
the way for sustainable tourism. The private island is part resort and 
part nature reserve, and masterfully blends manmade wood 
structures with the encapsulating natural beauty of the island. The 
hotel suites and activity centers are located on one half of the island, 
while the nature preserve is on the other, joined by wooden 
footbridge. The resort furthers its sustainable efforts with the 
inclusion of a charitable foundation and initiatives to get guests to 
tend to the island's beach.

The amenities offered by Song Saa are all concreted on the beauty of 
the landscape and the local culture of the island. The rooms are 
secluded away from common area and are split into three categories: 
Jungle Villas are surrounded by trees and foliage, Ocean View Villas 
nestle up by the sea and come with a small private beach and 
Overwater Villas come with a glass-bottomed floor and are built just 
over the water. All materials used in the hotel's construction were 
reclaimed [continued online]
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Crowdsourced Travel Insurance Platforms

Rega is a Platform for Sharing Risk Built on Ethereum

Rega is a 'crowdsurance' platform for sharing risk that uses blockchain 
technology. The risk-sharing startup just announced they will be 
expanding into travel insurance after finding success with pet 
insurance. The new crowdsourced insurance venture is on a mission 
to decentralize the $5 trillion global insurance market. 

Built on cryptocurrency Ethereum, Rega's risk-sharing platform allows 
members of their community to group together in order to protect 
one another. This comes in handy when people dealing with lost or 
damaged luggage are required to purchase clothing, toiletries and 
other essentials to tide them over before bags are found. Based in the 
British Virgin Islands, Rega's approach to luggage insurance offers up 
to $5000 and will cost customers approximately $12 a year.

By: Alyson Wyers
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Biometric Security Tunnels

Dubai Airport's Security Checkpoints Will Employ Facial Recognition

By the end of summer 2018, it is planned that Dubai airports will have 
integrated a new series of security checkpoints that take the form of 
facial recognition tunnels. It is estimated that 124 million travelers will 
pass through Dubai airports by 2020 and this new system is set to 
modernize the current security checkpoints in place. 

The new tunnels that travelers will pass through will be covered in 
cameras to scan a passenger's face and retinas. Advertisements inside 
the tunnel will be used to capture a traveler's attention as they pass, 
making it possible for the hidden cameras to create a complete 
picture of one's face. After passing through the tunnel, a passenger 
will either be directed to move on or follow an additional security 
check based on a display system.

By: Laura McQuarrie
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QR Tourism Campaigns
The Hong Kong Tourism Board is Sharing the City with Artfully Designed Codes

Grey Group Hong Kong and the Hong Kong Tourism Board (HKTB) 
recently collaborated on an interactive tourism campaign that 
showcases two heritage neighborhoods in Hong Kong, China. 

To experience Central and Sheung Wan in Hong Kong to the fullest as 
part of this campaign, those in the area are being invited to interact 
with art-inspired QR codes. These codes connect mobile device users 
to four different routes that show off each area's rich history through 
monuments, galleries and experiences like tea tastings. Each of the 
distinctly themed routes focuses on a different aspect of the area, 
such as Tasting Hong Kong, Crazy for Art, Time Traveler and Treasure 
Hunt. 

These artfully designed QR codes can be found at various locations 
throughout the districts and will direct users to a mobile page once 
scanned.

By: Laura McQuarrie
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46 Lavish Travel Experiences

From Luxury Steam Engine Tours to Premium Night Bus Services

These lavish travel innovations speak to consumers' growing desire for curated and memorable experiences abroad. Standouts include Basalt Architects' Blue Lagoon 
resort in Iceland which is located in the heart of the UNESCO Global Geopark. The resort is home to a variety of relaxing amenities and health and wellness-focused travel 
packages and is situated between natural lava formations.

By: Jana Pijak
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Luxurious Music Festival Tents
Marriott's Luxe Temporary Dwellings are Lush, 
Cozy & Exclusive

Luxe Electric Hydrofoil Catamarans
Cas Dahmen's Concept Combines Luxury & 
Eco-Friendly Mechanisms

Ultra-Luxe Underwater Residences
Conrad Maldives Rangali Island are Building a 
Unique Experience

Luxury Oceanside Suites
The Four Seasons Maldives Recently Opened 
Three Luxury Tropical Suites

Luxe Hotel-Like Yachts
The Mazu 52HT Yacht is a Powerful Travel 
Option with High-End Comfort

Health-Focused Lagoon Retreats
Basalt Architects' Design is Nestled Between 
Lava Formations

Luxury Mountain Glamping Sites
The Fujino Kirameki Fuji Gotemba Offers 
Luxury Amenities at Mt.Fuji

Luxury Floating Airships
The Airlander Vessel Features a Large Cabin 
For Luxe Adventurers
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46 Lavish Travel Experiences
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Luxurious Remote Island Resorts
The Bawah Island Resort is a Private Hotel 
Near Southern Malaysia

Luxurious Yacht Charters
The Ahoy Club Offers a Range of Yachts for 
Fully Stocked Vacation Rentals

Chromatic Glamping Tents
Atelier Chang Gives a Playful & Whimsical 
Twist to SJCC Glamping Resort

Luxury-Forward Glamping Locations
TravelPirates Suggests Locations with an 
Unbelievable Aesthetic

Luxurious Night Buses
The Simba Snoozeliner Contains Sleeping Pods 
With High Tech Bus Beds

Luxurious Rockstar-Owned Retreats
Prince's Island Estate is Sprawling and Private

Royal Luxury Gym Experiences
KX Life Gym Boasts a Membership of 575 
Pounds a Month

Hotel-Branded Luxe Fashion 
Collaborations
Chateau Marmont LA Partners with Gucci for a 
New Range
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46 Lavish Travel Experiences
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Luxe Wilderness Glamping
The Four Seasons Tented Camp is a Unique 
Travel Experience in Thailand

Hidden Hotel Speakeasies
63 Wall Street's New Speakeasy is a Luxe 
Residents-Only Lounge

Pop-Up Staycation Rooms
3CE and STYLENANDA Team Up to Create the 
Most Instagrammable Hotel Suite

Sports Car-Inspired Jet Cabins
The Lufthansa Luxury Private Jet Was Designed 
by Mercedes-Benz

Private Jet Coworking Spaces
Servcorp Provides Its Members with Access to 
Private Jets

Luxury Steam Engine Tours
The 'Best of Britain Steam Tour' is an Epic 14-
Day Journey

Luxury Hotel Sanctuaries
The Boundary Releases a Visual Concept for a 
Hotel in the Sonoran Desert

Extravagant Island Hotels
The Five Palm Jumeirah Hotel Was Built to 
Amaze and Impress
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Luxe Private Island Resorts
The Kokomo Private Island Resort Offers 21 
Chic Waterfront Villas

Ultra-Luxurious In-Flight Services
Cathay Pacific Will Offer Travelers Six Gourmet 
Meal Options

Extravagantly Luxe Amsterdam 
Hotels
Conran and Partners' Elegant & Chic Hotel 
Emphasizes Wellness

Luxe Pet Travelling Services
'The Four Feet Fleet' Lets Pet Owners Travel in 
Style in Audis

Designer Americana Brand Hotels
The Shinola Hotel Has 129 Guest Rooms and a 
Fashionable Chic Style

Renovated Luxurious Wellness 
Retreats
The Skylonda Lodge Offers Life Longevity-
Focused Programs

Literary Tribute Hotels
Les Hoteliers Impertinents Opened the New 
Hotel Monte Cristo in Paris

Exclusive Airline Fashion Collections
Etihad Airways Launched Comfortable and 
Luxurious Loungewear
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Luxe Car-Transporting Services
Etihad's Flightvalet Service Transports Cars to 
Rich Vacationers

Luxe Exclusive Resorts
The Hotel Misincu is the First Five-Star Hotel 
on the Island of Corsica

Luxury Historic Hotels
AVANI Hotels Opened a New Resort in a 
Historic Building in Auckland

Luxury Urban Glamping
Chicago's Gwen Hotel is Offering a New Luxe 
Urban Glamping Experience

Dazzling Luxe Holiday Houses
Rick Joy Architects' Le Cabanon is a Modern 
Concrete Vacation Spot

Adult-Exclusive Swimming Pools
Elements of Byron's Luxurious Pool Experience 
Boasts a Swim-up Bar

Arctic Supercar Experiences
The Pure McLaren Arctic Experience Boasts 
Adventure and Luxury

Fashion Label-Branded Afternoon 
Tea
Moschino and Ritz Carlton Work on a Hi Tea 
Menu Concept
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Awe-Inspiring Luxe Retreats
The Bodrum Edition in Turkey Offers State-of-
the-Art Spa Facilities

Luxurious Whiskey Experiences
The Macallan 'Master's Journey' Whisks 
People Around the World

Multifaceted Wellness Retreats
'The Immersion' is the First-Ever Public Retreat 
from Lululemon

French Food Brand Hotels
Luxury Food Purveyor 'Fauchon' is Making a 
Foray into Hospitality

Space-Flight Booking Apps
The Shuttle App Aims to Let Everyone Become 
a Personal Astronaut

Personal Margarita Butlers
A Luxury Hotel in Mexico Lets Guests Request 
Margaritas from a Butler
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34 Affordable Travel Experiences

From Outdoorsy Travel Rental Platforms to Wine-Themed Motels

Thanks to innovations in technology, the growth of the sharing economy and the hospitality industry's efforts to appeal to a larger audience via cost-effective hotels and 
loyalty programs, affordable travel experiences aren't out of reach. While the peer-to-peer approach to traveling definitely cuts costs on accommodation and tour guides, 
smart technology aids the consumer in efficiently determining what the best travel deals are.

By: Kalina Nedelcheva
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FRESHNESS

34 FEATURED, 266 EXAMPLES

770,176 Total Clicks
Hunt.to/377802
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Contemporary Dorm-Style Hostels
The 'Long Story Short' Hostel Targets the 
Contemporary Traveler

Fully Equipped Rental Campervans
'Native Campervans' Let You Explore the 
Rockys in Total Comfort

Rugged Boutique Hostels
The Drift San Jose Hotel Offers Travelers a 
Taste of Mexican Culture

Outdoorsy Travel Rental Platforms
Campr is an Online Community That Appeals 
to Nature Lovers

Canadian Pod Hotels
The Pangea Hotel in Whistler Will Take Cues 
from Japanese Capsule Hotels

Ladies-Only Capsule Hotels
9 Hours' Newest Branch in Tokyo is Exclusively 
for Female Guests

Modular Modern Youth Hostels
The Laval Youth Hostel Features Unique Visual 
Architecture

Payment-Delaying Travel Apps
Bliss Finds You Cheap Airfare and Lets You Pay 
For It Later
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Pre-Planned Weekend Getaways
'Alpaca My Bags' Creates Weekend 
Adventures for Couples

Cost-Effective Delivery Platforms
onPony Allows Travelers to Deliver Items for a 
Profit

Secretive Deal Travel Apps
'Secret Travel' Offers Up to 80% Discounts on 
Airfare

Blockchain-Based Travel Platforms
Bookingjini Cuts Out the Need for Travel 
Agents and Lowers Costs

P2P Personalized Travel Tours
CityUnscripted Brings Travelers and Locals 
Together in 35 Cities

Blockchain-Based Traveling 
Platforms
UbiatarPlay Offers an Innovative Way to Travel 
with P2P

Travel Accommodation Loan 
Services
Airbnb Select Will Offer 'Home Improvement' 
Loans to Hosts

Independent Hotel-Booking 
Platforms
ZEN Rooms Caters to the Needs of Millennial 
Travelers
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Wine-Themed Motels
The June Motel Promotes Wine and Wellness

Mass Car-Charging Stations
Tesla's Supercharger Station Can 
Accommodate 50 Vehicles

Ridesharing Health Care 
Partnerships
Lyft and Circulation are Helping Patients Get to 
Appointments

Theater-Inspired Hostels
The Opera Hostel is an Affordable Theater 
Accommdation in Poland

Spontaneous Flight Deals
Lufthansa Surprise Will Fly You to an Unknown 
Destination at a Discount

Cryptocurrency Air Travel Rewards
This Airline Rewards Program Will Use 
Cryptocurrency Tokens

Diva-Starring Hostel Campaigns
Hostelworld's New Ad Campaign Stars the 
Legendary Mariah Carey

International Student Travel 
Programs
'People to People' Allows Travelers to Learn 
from Locals
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Custom Travel Advice Platforms
Your Local Cousin Connects Travelers with 
Experts in the Area

AI-Powered Airfare Agents
'BoltFare' Offers a Convenient Way to Make 
Intelligent Travel Bookings

Visually Impaired Rideshare 
Partnerships
Lyft and Aira will Offer Accessible Travel 
Options

Passport-Purchasing Promotions
Quantas Will Buy Americans a Passport If They 
Travel to Australia

Online Global Traveling Communities
Couchsurfing is a Homey & Cost-Effective 
Lodging Alternative

Sand-Based Hostels
The 'Sand Hostel' Was Created by a Max Mad: 
Fury Road Set Designer

Collaborative Fuel-Based Point 
Systems
Marathon Petroleum Improved Its Reward 
System Offerings

Cost-Effective Hotel Booking Apps
HotelQuickly Offers a Streamlined Experience 
and Saves on Costs
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Inter-Generational Travel Contests
Road Scholar Wants Grandparents to Travel 
with Their Grand Kids

Lodging Service-Branded 
Apartments
'Niido Powered by Airbnb' Will Be Available for 
Rent in Florida
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26 Digital Escapist Destinations

From Meditative Tree Houses to Secluded Cabin Experiments

The digital revolution can be extremely beneficial, as well as stressful to humans, but these digital escapist destinations offer a welcomed and much needed detox. Social 
media platforms and technological innovations are a tool that connect people, relay information, accelerate work flow and assist in day-to-day tasks.

By: Kalina Nedelcheva
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Portable Self-Sufficient Homes
This Sustainable and Autonomous House is 
Solely Run on Solar Power

Cylindrical Tree Houses
Malan Vorster's Paarman Treehouse Gives 
Panoramic Forest Views

Hanging Treehouse Homes
The 'Sequoia Shelter' is a Practical Solution for 
Off-the-Grid Living

Luxurious Portable Homes
The Escape ONE XL House on Wheels Features 
a Stylish Interior

Charming Outdoor Relaxation Pods
The Podmakers Escape Pods Let You Get Away 
from Modern Stresses

Contemporary Cabin Concepts
'MG Retreat' is a Modern Take on a Rustic 
Forest Cabin

Secluded Cabin Experiments
The '72 Hour Cabin' Invites Stressed Out 
Professionals to Disconnect

Digital Escapism Furniture
The 'Soufuu' Outdoor Seating Furniture is a 
Retreat from Technology
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Hobbit-Inspired Homes
This Grotto Home Encourages Occupants to 
Get In Touch with Nature

Luxurious Treehouse Hotels
This Two-Story Treehouse Features Spacious 
Accommodations

Cantilevered Treetop Houses
The Skywalk Treehouse Lets Inhabitants Walk 
Right Out to the Canopy

Digital Detox Spa Holidays
The Kamalaya Resort Offers Time Away From 
Daily Commitments

Stilted Swedish Shacks
This Bergaliv Landscape Hotel Building Peers 
Over Forest Treetops

Rustic Treehouse Spas
The 'Dove Men+Care Treehouse' Promotes 
Self-Care for Men

Elevated Outdoor Meeting Spaces
Microsoft's 'Crow's Nest' Serves as a Unique 
Meeting Room

Indigenous Culture Camping Trips
The Sápmi Nature Camp Lets Visitors 
Experience Northern Sweden
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Chic Birdhouse-Inspired Hideaways
Studio North's Birdhut Poses as a Cozy Nest for 
Humans

Shaded Treehouse Escapes
Tulum Treehouse is Surrounded by Tropical 
Foliage

Heart-Shaped Private Islands
'Petra Island' was Designed by Architect Frank 
Lloyd Wright

Meditative Treehouses
The Quiet Treehouse Promotes the Health 
Benefits of Noise Reduction

Floating Platform Saunas
The Bruksvagen Sauna Blends into the 
Landscape

Isolated Forest Bunkers
This Home in South Korea Highlights the 
Surrounding Environment

Pointed Treehouse Abodes
The Taringa Treehouse Features a Sharp 
Garden and a Climbing Wall

Ski-In Treehouse Chalets
Snow Bear Chalets Has Placed 
Accommodations Next to the Ski Hills
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Relaxing Mountain Retreats
The 'Mountain Trek' Retreat Combines Mental 
Health Healing and Fitness

Urban Conservation Parks
This Sustainable Architecture Project 
Harmonizes Design and Nature
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21 Examples of Niche Tourism Innovations

From River Cruises to Rustic Yoga Retreats

While some people travel to discover something new, these examples of niche tourism innovations explore a side of vacationing that's carefully curated to help like-
minded individuals deeply connect with one communal interest. A  river cruise caters to its guests by offering DJ parties, on-board mixology classes and wine tastings.

By: Ellen Smith
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TV-Themed Hotel Packages
The Gregory Hotel Offers an 'Ex-stream-ly Cozy 
Package'

Enchanting Yoga Retreats
The EcoYoga Center Features a Luxurious Bath 
Beside a Waterfall

Music-Focused Travel Platforms
Travel Together Combines Flights and Hotels 
with Entertainment

Immersive Hotel Activations
This Recent Pop-Up Event Helped Celebrate 
the Launch of W Shanghai

Binge-Watching River Cruises
Three and Time Out London are Offering 
Netflix on the River Thames

Rustic Yoga Retreats
Feathered Pipe Ranch Offers Yoga Retreats 
Suitable for Beginners and Experts

Collaborative Social Travel Apps
'Triphaven' Enables Users to Plan the Perfect 
Trip

Fitness-Focused Cruises
Blue World Offers Health-Minded Individuals 
Relaxing and Rewarding Trips
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Cellphone-Free Family Camps
Great Camp Sagamore's 'Grand Camps' 
Program Encourages Family Bonding

Millennial-Only River Cruises
'U by Uniworld' is Exclusively for Those 21 to 
45 Years of Age

Fashion-Focused Travel Programs
Etihad's 'Runway to Runway' Caters to the 
Fashion Community

Authentic Local-Led Trips
Modern Adventure Pairs Travelers Up with 
Expert Guides

Local Travel Buddy Platforms
'xpath' Connects Travelers to Local Travel 
Guides for Fun and More

Travel Buddy-Finding Networks
'TWIP' Connects Compatible Travel 
Companions Together

Scenic Hotel Yoga Classes
Washington DC's Watergate Hotel is Hosting 
Rooftop Yoga Classes

Cruise-Inspired Dining Events
Celebrity Cruises' Taste of London Activation is 
Travel-Themed
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Solar Eclipse Train Tours
Amtrak Will Take Passengers to Illinois for a 
Solar Eclipse Viewing

Cruise Ship Music Festivals
'Anchored 2017' is a Floating Festival Hosted 
by Unique Cruise

Female-Focused Homesharing 
Communities
Overnight's 'Girls LOVE Travel' Group 
Emphasizes Safety

Locational Foodie Travel Apps
The 'Uptaste' App Opens Up Access to 
Different Foods in a New City

Solar Eclipse-Focused Cruises
The Royal Caribbean Total Eclipse Cruise Sails 
on August 20
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